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BY this 
love you 

have for one 
another, 
everyone will 
know that 
you are my 
disciples.

— Jesus, from the Gospel 
of St John, 13, 35.

Front Cover: A SUGAR GLIDER, a tiny marsupial found 
extensively along the east coast of Australia, the Gulf 
of Carpentaria and Arnham Land. It is also found in 
Papua New Guinea and in some islands of Indonesia. It 
takes its name from its love of nectar, and its ability to 
glide through the air. It is the only species endemic to 
Australia and to Papua New Guinea. Its main predators 
are native owls, kookaburras, goannas, snakes and 
quolls. Feral cats are a significant threat. Our cover pic 
was painted in 1983 by Hal English, one of Australia’s 
best known figure artists. For six years, until he died 
unexpectedly in 1986, Hal produced all the artwork 
for Annals Australasia. Self taught, he was a master of 
pen and ink, line and wash, water colour and oils. His 
favourite subjects were Australian outback scenes, its 
native flora and fauna, and drought and flood, along 
with the personalities who enjoyed and endured them. 
May he rest in peace. [See ‘Firestick Ecology,’ by Peter 
Fisher, pp. 22-25 this issue].



WHO CAN DOUBT?

WHO CAN DOUBT that the Church of Rome is the 
head of all the churches, the source of Catholic 
teaching) Who does not know that the keys of 

the kingdom of heaven were given to Peter ? Is not the 
whole structure of the Church built up on Peter’s faith 
and teaching, so to grow until we all meet Christ as one 
perfect man, united in faith and in our recognition of him 
as Son of God? But whoever waters or plants, God gives 
no increase except to him who has planted in Peter’s faith, 
and who has assented to his teaching. It is Peter, surely, 
to whom major judgments concerning God’s people 
are entrusted when they are submitted to the Bishop of 
Rome. Under him, the other officers of mother Church 
are organized, in so far as they are called to share in 
his responsibility and exercise the power entrusted to 
them. Remember, then, how our fathers were saved; how 
the Church has grown, and with what sufferings she has 
in creased. Remember the storms the ship of Peter has 
weathered, with Christ as passenger. Remember how they 
have attained a crown, whose faith has come to shine more 
brightly through tribulation. So it is that the throng of 
the saints has grown. The saying remains true for all time: 
‘Only he who has fought the good fight receives the crown’.

— St Thomas à Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, murdered by four knights loyal to king Henry I in 
Canterbury Cathedral on December 29, 1170 ad. His reputation for holiness was such, that he was 

beatified and canonized by Pope Alexander III on the same day – February 21, 1173.
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THE ROSE OF 
GRACE AND BEAUTY

A  NOBLE FLOW’R of Juda  
from tender roots has sprung, 

A rose from stem of Jesse,  
as prophets long had sung, 

A blossom fair and bright,
That in the midst of winter  

will change to dawn our night.

The rose of grace and beauty  
of which Isaiah sings 

Is Mary, virgin mother,  
and Christ the flow’r she brings.

By God’s divine decree
She bore our loving Saviour,  

who died to set us free.

To Mary, dearest Mother,  
with fervent hearts we pray :

Grant that your tender infant  
will cast our sins away, 

And guide us with his love
That we shall ever serve him,  

and live with him above.

- Fifteenth century pre-Reformation Catholic Hymn for Christmastide,  
See The Roman Breviary, Christmastide I.
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The lack of balance in the media’s reporting of child sexual abuse in the  
Catholic Church reflects the fact that many journalists detest Pell’s conservatism.  

There are disturbing signs that a similar disposition is evident in the royal 
commission, which runs the risk of breaching the division between church and state.

A SCAPEGOAT AT THE ALTAR 
OF PROGRESSIVISM

By Gerard Henderson

U S T R A L I A N S 
concerned about 
f r e e d o m  o f 
religion in this 
country would be 
well advised to 
look beyond the 

present and likely future debate 
over same-sex marriage.

Already, what was until recently 
the traditional view, that marriage 
is a union between a man and 
a woman, is being presented as 
offensive at best and 
discriminatory at worst 
by some who advocate 
what they term 
marriage equality.

It is not only many 
believers who hold the 
traditional view about 
marriage. However, 
it is possible that the 
Catholic Church and 
some other Christian 
d e n o m i n a t i o n s , 
plus adherents of 
Hinduism and Islam, 
will be targeted for 
their attitudes on this 
issue by government 
tribunals and the like 
in the future. The first 
instance is already 
manifesting itself in Tasmania with 
respect to the Catholic Church.

For an example of how current 
government-funded institutions 
regard religion, attention should 
be given to the Royal Commission 

into Institutional Responses to 
Child Sexual Abuse. The royal 
commission has done good work 
in revealing the extent of mainly 
historical cases of child sexual 
abuse in churches and secular and 
government institutions up until 
relatively recent times.

Evidence before the royal 
commission indicates that sexual 
abuse was at a high level in the 
Catholic Church until about two 
decades ago, particularly in Victoria 

in the archdiocese of Melbourne 
and the diocese of Ballarat in the 
1970s, 80s and early 90s.

The Catholic Church has 
never been a democracy. Each 
archdiocese or diocese is ruled 

by an archbishop or bishop 
respectively who reports directly to 
the Pope in Rome.

Evidence given to the royal 
commission and the Victorian 
parliamentary inquiry demonstrates 
that Frank Little (archbishop of 
Melbourne from 1974 to 1996) 
and Ronald Mulkearns (bishop of 
Ballarat from 1971 to 1997) knew 
of instances of pedophilia in their 
areas of responsibility but covered 
them up.

George Pell was 
the first archbishop or 
bishop to act against 
child sexual abuse when 
he set up the Melbourne 
Response in 1996, just 
three months after being 
appointed archbishop 
of Melbourne. This was 
the first time Pell had 
been in charge of an 
archdiocese or diocese.

Even so, Pell has 
very much been the 
target of the royal 
commission. It could be 
that such an expensive 
and longstanding 
organisation wants a 
high-profile target. And 
Pell is one of the best 

known Australians. Moreover, 
the cardinal has an international 
reputation and is the third most 
senior figure in the Vatican.

Pell already has appeared before 
the royal commission twice, once in 

The Cardinal and The Kangaroo CourT

George Cardinal Pell incensing the Altar  
during Mass in St Mary’s Cathedral Sydney
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person and once by video link from 
Rome. He also appeared in person 
at the Victorian parliamentary 
inquiry.

It has been known for some time 
that Pell has a heart condition. Yet 
on December 11 royal commission 
chairman Peter McClellan dismissed 
the cardinal’s request to give 
evidence via video link from Rome. 
This despite the fact Pell had a 
doctor’s certificate stating he was 
unfit to undertake long-distance 
air travel and that other witnesses, 
resident in Australia, had given 
evidence by video link.

Clearly the royal commission 
wants Pell in the witness box, even 
though such a personal appearance 
is most unlikely to change his 
evidence.

In the hearings last month, 
many of the high-profile claims 
about what Pell allegedly was told 
concerning child sex abuse between 
two and four decades ago collapsed 
under cross-examination from the 
cardinal’s lawyers.

It may be that the royal 
commission has a secondary 
agenda — namely, by focusing on 
the conservative Pell, it hopes to 
influence the Catholic Church 
to move to a less theologically 
conservative mindset.

Two case studies illustrate the 
point.

On August 24 last year, the royal 
commission interviewed Geoffrey 
Robinson. The retired bishop is a 
progressive and a critic of Pell. 
Despite anticipation in the media, 
he said little about Pell except that 
he and many of his colleagues 
disliked the cardinal. But Robinson 
declared that, in the late 1980s, he 
regarded Mulkearns as “one of the 
more forward-looking bishops”.

Towards the end of his testimony, 
Robinson criticised “obligatory 
celibacy” for priests and what he 
termed the “creeping infallibility” 
of the Pope. Much to the apparent 
satisfaction of counsel assisting, Gail 
Furness SC.

Last month, John Walshe, 
the parish priest of Mentone in 
Melbourne, was called to the 

witness stand for several hours 
across two days. This followed 
his decision to make a statement 
supporting Pell’s recall of a phone 
conversation with child sex abuse 
victim David Ridsdale.

Counsel assisting, Angus Stewart 
SC, accused Walshe of having 
“fabricated” evidence because of 
his friendship with Pell. It was never 
suggested that any witnesses critical 
of Pell might be guilty of fabricating 
evidence because of their enmity 
towards the cardinal.

Before this exchange, Stewart 
put it to Walshe that he had 
“similar viewpoints on theological 
questions” to that of Pell, including “a 
conservative theology of priesthood 
and sexual morality”. McClellan later 
intervened to imply that there should 
be a “greater role” for “women in the 
church”. Later still, McClellan did not 
intervene when counsel for one of the 
victims raised issues such as married 
priests and even the Latin mass. None 
of this is directly related to clerical 
child sexual abuse.

The church in Victoria is divided 
into the archdiocese of Melbourne 
plus the dioceses of Ballarat, Sale 
and Sandhurst (based at Bendigo). 
The members of the hierarchy who 
most frequently turned a blind eye 
to the crimes of their priests were 

Little and Mulkearns in Melbourne 
and Ballarat respectively. Neither 
was a theological conservative. On 
the available evidence there was 
much less child sexual abuse in Sale 
and Sandhurst, where there was a 
conservative tradition.

It has been reported 
subsequently on the ABC and 
in Fairfax Media that, when a 
young priest, Walshe was found by 
church authorities to have had an 
improper sexual relationship with 
an 18-year-old seminarian. This 
was a serious indiscretion but not 
a crime. However, neither news 
organisation has covered the recent 
revelation in The Australian that one 
of Pell’s most high-profile accusers 
is a convicted pedophile.

The lack of balance in the 
media’s reporting of child sexual 
abuse in the Catholic Church 
reflects the fact many journalists 
detest Pell’s conservatism. There 
are disturbing signs that a similar 
disposition is evident in the royal 
commission, which runs the risk 
of breaching the division between 
church and state.

Gerard Henderson is executive director of the 
Sydney Institute. His Media Watch Dog blog can 
be found at theaustralian.com.au. This article 
first appeared in The Australian, January 2, 2016 
as ‘George Pell: A Scapegoat at the Altar of 
Progressivism’.

Black Daesh, white Daesh.

THE FORMER slits throats, kills, stones, cuts off hands, destroys 
humanity’s common heritage and despises archaeology, women 

and non-Muslims. The latter is better dressed and neater but does the 
same things. The Islamic State; Saudi Arabia. In its struggle against 
terrorism, the West wages war on one, but shakes hands with the other. 
This is a mechanism of denial, and denial has a price: preserving the 
famous strategic alliance with Saudi Arabia at the risk of forgetting 
that the kingdom also relies on an alliance with a religious clergy that 
produces, legitimizes, spreads, preaches and defends Wahhabism, 
the ultra-puritanical form of Islam that Daesh feeds on. Wahhabism, a 
messianic radicalism that arose in the 18th century, hopes to restore a 
fantasized caliphate centered on a desert, a sacred book, and two holy 
sites, Mecca and Medina. Born in massacre and blood, it manifests 
itself in a surreal relationship with women, a prohibition against 
non-Muslims treading on sacred territory, and ferocious religious laws. 
That translates into an obsessive hatred of imagery and representation 
and therefore art, but also of the body, nakedness and freedom. Saudi 
Arabia is a Daesh that has made it.
– Kamel Daoudnov, ‘Saudi Arabia, an ISIS that has made it,’ The New York Times, Nov 20, 2015. 
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Any kind of anti-intellectualism, born of the fear that intellectual formation 
might encourage elitism, is a most uncatholic way of thinking.  Instead 
we do our best to develop the gifts that God has given to those we meet 
in life and we hope that they will use their gifts and the education they 

receive through the ministry of the Church for the glory of God. 

FROM ROCKHAMPTON TO ROME
[Part II]

By Tracey Rowland

N THE BASIS of my 
doctorate from the 
Cambridge Divinity 
School which had 
been funded by the 
British foreign office 
under its scheme 

for scholarships for students from 
Commonwealth countries, I became 
the inaugural Dean of the John 
Paul II Institute in Melbourne. 
The first session of the Institute, 
located at the Lateran University in 
Rome, was personally founded by 
St John Paul II on the 13th of May 
in 1981, the day of the assassination 
attempt on his life. He was leaving 
St Peter’s square to travel to the 
Lateran University for the opening 
ceremony when the assassination 
attempt took place. 

His idea was to have several 
sessions of the Institute located 
around the world, all affiliated to 
the Roman session and offering 
a common core curriculum of 
theological anthropology and moral 
and sacramental theology, with 
different sessions offering their own 
additional specialisations. In the 
case of the Australian session the 
specialisations became bioethics, 
catechetics and the theology of 
culture which is really a sub-field of 
theological anthropology.

The Institute offers Graduate 
Certificates, Diplomas, Masters 
degrees and doctorates in the fields 
of philosophy and theology and 
the social sciences. We also hope 

that by 2017 we will be offering a 
Masters’ degree with a specialisation 
in Christian art history which will 
include an option for students to 
spend 6 months working as art 
restoration apprentices in the palace 
of the Archbishop of Granada. 
Granada, like many of the Spanish 
cities, is blessed with art treasures. 
Many are owned by the Church and 
are in need of repair. 

The Archbishop of Granada 
has employed two professional art 
restorers to work full time on his 
many treasures and the idea is that 
our students will be apprenticed to 
these restorers and will thus learn 
the trade of art restoration work. 
This is still subject to Australian 
government approval, but we hope 
to acquire approval next year, ready 
to start in 2017.

Since the Melbourne Institute is 
affiliated to the Roman John Paul 
II Institute which has Pontifical 
status, I was required to obtain 
the additional pontifical degrees, 
the STL or Licentiate in Sacred 
Theology and the comically named 
STD or Doctorate in Sacred 
Theology. 

The first Director of the Institute, 
Fr Anthony Fisher, who is now 
Archbishop Fisher of Sydney, was 
also told that he had to get the 
two pontifical degrees, because 
his doctorate was from Oxford, 
and Oxford, like Cambridge, cut 
its ties to the papacy during the 
Reformation. 

Fr Fisher procrastinated, or at 
least gave priority to other jobs, 
and then when he was made a 
bishop he was told that he no 
longer needed the pontifical 
degrees because as a bishop he is 
given an honorary DD, or doctorate 
in divinity, which comes with the 
purple socks, without having to 
write a single sentence. A DD 
trumps an STD.  

CaTholiC CulTure

Europe’s 
Debt to 

Christianity

LIBERALISM and democracy 
owe to Christianity their 

humani tarian idealism and 
their faith in progress; yet this 
idealization of humanity has 
become a substitute for the 
Christian faith in a divine order, 
and has made it possible to 
regard secular civilization as 
man’s final end. Socialism 
derives from both Christianity 
and Judaism its passion for 
social justice, and for the rights 
of the poor and the disinherited; 
yet this passion has become the 
driving force of the Communist 
attack on Christianity, and the 
basis of a social atheism which 
leaves no room for human 
rights and spiritual freedom.
— Christopher Dawson, Religion and the 
Modern State, London, Sheed and Ward, 

1935, p. xxi.
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I however had no such loop-
hole to exploit. I had to write a 
40,000 thousand word Licentiate 
dissertation and an 80,000 word 
second doctoral dissertation. 
Archbishop Hart kindly gave me 
a week’s extra annual leave to 
write the doctoral dissertation. 
As I sat before a bench of five 
professors at the Lateran University 
and answered questions which 
were delivered in three different 
languages, the Chairman said, “you 
know Professor Rowland, if you 
were a bishop, we would not need 
to do this”.

In 2014 I was appointed to 
the International Theological 
Commission, a body which was 
founded by Pope Paul VI. It is a 
kind of think tank comprised of 
30 theologians who are appointed 
for five year terms and work under 
the supervision of the Prefect for 
the Congregation of the Doctrine 
of the Faith, known in short as the 
CDF, who is currently Cardinal 
Mueller from Germany. The thirty 
theologians work on 3 documents 
over the course of their 5 year 
term and the documents are on 
topics chosen by the ITC members 
themselves. The current topics 
are: religious liberty, the powers 
of synods, and the relationship 
between faith and sacramentality. 

When I first sat in the ITCs 
meeting room beside Cardinal 
Mueller it did feel a very long 
way from the baptismal font in 
St. Mary’s, the playground of Our 
Lady’s with Bishop Rush and 
stray footballs and the library of 
the Range convent where I had 
beavered away on hot afternoons.

Rome is awesome and Rome can 
also be comically mad. One of the 
awesome aspects is the weight of 
history that hovers over the whole 
city. I think it is hard to go there 
and be arrogant. Instead one has a 
sense that St. Peter’s Square really 
is the fulcrum around which the 
entire history of the world turns 
and one feels extremely privileged 
to play any part in that history – 
just being a common no-brand 
sheep is itself a privilege. 

There is also a sense of being 
at home in Rome, of belonging, in 
the same way that the African nun 
standing at the same traffic light 
belongs and is right at home and 
the Japanese priest eating gelati 
under a palm tree is right at home, 
and the American parents with a 
couple of boys in Swiss Guard or 
Roman centurian outfits, are right 
at home. It is a place where deep 
friendships can be made in a matter 
of minutes because two people 
quickly realise that they believe and 
love and have dedicated their lives 
to the same things.

Nonetheless, as in all families, 
individuals have their own 
temperaments and idiosyncrasies. 
The Roman meetings bring 
together people from every 
nation on the planet, and the 
national idiosyncrasies are 
obvious. The French are usually 
the best dressed, have the most 
sophisticated manners and 

somewhere in their presentations 
there will be a reference to the 
ongoing significance of the French 
revolution. The Germans are usually 
the most highly educated, the Poles 
the most romantic in the sense of 
idealistic, the British the most polite 
and understated, the Australians the 
least reverential of authority figures, 
the Americans the worst at foreign 
languages but they make up for 
this by being generous with their 
money, buying coffee and lunch for 
others. 

At the academic conferences 
there are very real differences 
between the Latinos and people 
from the Anglosphere. Our 
academic cultures are very different. 
People coming from a British 
background think that they need 
to say something original in their 
papers because at our universities 
we don’t pass our doctorates unless 
we have something original to say. 
However the typical caricature 
of someone with an educational 
background in Latin America is 
that they spend the first third of 
their paper praising the chairman 
of their panel, the middle third 
summarising the Church’s teaching 
in a given area and the final section 
demonstrating that the Church’s 
teaching is consistent with Plato or 
Aristotle, or if they are a liberation 
theologian, with the Puebla 
statement. 

The typical Anglophone speaker 
says thank you to the chairman and 
then moves directly to the point 
of his or her presentation which is 
usually the identification of some 
pastoral problem which is then 
analysed by reference to numerous 
academic sources, not all of which 
stem from the Church’s own 
scholarship, and then some attempt 
is made to offer an original solution 
to the pastoral problem identified. 

In his book The Gothic Fox and 
the Baroque Hedgehog Claudio Veliz 
offered an extensive analysis of the 
difference between the Spanish 
and English mental universe, 
using Isaiah Berlin’s category 
of the Gothic Fox to signify the 
British outlook and the Baroque 

Knowing God

KNOWING about God is 
similar to knowing about 

Australia, which for most of us 
is simply knowledge conveyed 
from outside. But, if human 
beings only know about God 
in this way, then, of course, 
as broad a consensus as 
possible among all human 
beings is necessary with 
regard to the question of 
God. I think that people must 
understand that they have an 
implicit but true knowledge of 
God perhaps not reflected 
upon and not verbalized – or 
better expressed: a genuine 
experience of God, which 
is ultimately rooted in their 
spiritual existence, in their 
transcendentality, in their 
personality, or what-ever 
you want to name it. It is not 
a really important question 
whether you want to call that 
“mystical” or not.
—  Karl Rahner, Faith in a Wintry Season, 

Conversations and Interviews with Karl 
Rahner in the Last Days of his Life, 
Crossroad, New York, 1991 p.115
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a Druid, and he suggested that 
in order to understand how an 
Anglican Archbishop could dress 
up as a Druid and stand in a field 
with other men dressed as Druids, 
without actually being a Druid, one 
needed to be born British. 

Being accused of being a druid 
is not however my maddest Roman 
experience. That occurred only last 
year. I was with other members 
of the International Theological 
Commission in a room in the 
papal palace. We were there to be 
formally presented to the pope. 
Cardinal Pell had warned me that 
the pope has very little English 
and therefore he suggested that I 
prepare something to say in Italian 
or German. I took the German 
option. When the pope got to me 
he had Cardinal Mueller at his 
side. I said about 4 sentences in 
perfect German to the effect that 
the students of the Institute in 
Melbourne are praying for the pope 
and send their best wishes to him. I 
could see Cardinal Mueller beaming 
with pride as I used his own mother 
tongue. Mueller then said to the 
pope Professor Rowland hat zwei 
Söhnen. I replied Nein, ich habe kein 
Söhnen. Mueller then says, sie haben 
Tochter? You have daughters. I say 
Nein, ich habe kein Kinder. Mueller 
then says, you are a consecrated 
virgin? And then I say, still in 
German, no I am married but I do 
not have any children. At this point 
I remember that Sr Prudence Allen, 
a Sister of Mercy who was standing 
right beside me dressed in a long 
habit to her ankles and almost an 
equally long veil, was once married 
and she had two sons, before 
joining the Sisters of Mercy. I say 
to the pope and Cardinal Mueller, 
it is Sr Prudence who has two 
sons. Mueller and the pope both 
exchanged ‘she is completely daft’ 
looks, Mueller then made a gesture 
with his hands meaning no way, 
impossible, and then he steered 
the pope onto Sr Prudence before I 
could dig myself into a deeper hole.

When we got out of the meeting 
Sr Prudence turned to me and said, 
that was so funny Tracey, Cardinal 

Hedgehog to signify the Spanish. 
The fox is more flexible than the 
hedgehog. The hedgehogs view the 
world through the lens of a single 
defining idea, the foxes draw on a 
wide variety of experiences. 

On one occasion when giving 
a paper in Rome I found myself 
in the middle of a cultural 
misunderstanding typical of the 
difference between the perspective 
of a Fox and a Hedgehog. Acting 
like a fox, I gave a paper in which 
I cited Rowan Williams who was 
then the Anglican Archbishop of 
Canterbury. He had recently been 
inducted into a Welsh Honorary 
Society called the Welsh Gorsedd 
of Bards. To be initiated into the 
Society he had to go through a 
ceremony dressed as a Welsh Druid 
and photographs of the Archbishop 
so dressed were published all over 
the world, including in Spain. After 
I completed my paper a Spanish 
professor approached my superior 
and suggested that I be dismissed 
from my position because it was 
unthinkable that a member of the 
John Paul II Institute could be 
endorsing Druidism. 

Bishop Peter Elliott came to 
my defence and tried to explain 
that although Rowan Williams 
had recently been photographed 
dressed as a Druid, this does not 
mean that he is, theologically 
speaking, a Druid. The Gorsedd 
of Bards is an honorary society 
for people who have made 
distinguished contributions to the 
Welsh language and culture and 
like most gentleman’s clubs in the 
Anglophone world, when you join 
them there is an initiation ceremony 
evocative of initiation ceremonies 
at all male boarding schools. In this 
case, Williams had to dress up like 
a Druid. 

Bishop Elliott is himself a former 
Anglican and his explanations were 
not very persuasive. I was ultimately 
defended by a Spanish priest who 
had worked in Washington for 
several years and thus had some 
idea about Anglophone cultures. 
He testified that to the best of 
his personal experience, I was not 
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matter whether one grows up in the 
5th or 7th arrondissement of Paris 
with all of its cultural sophistication 
or somewhere north of Nambour, 
because in all places there will be 
a strong respect for intellectual 
work and encouragement for those 
who show academic promise. This 
is because Catholics believe, that 
even after what Anglophones call 
the Fall, or what the French call, 
the ‘original catastrophe’, the image 
of God in the human soul has not 
been effaced, and the work of the 
intellect is potentially one of the 
fruits of our relationship to God. 

Any kind of anti-intellectualism, 
born of the fear that intellectual 
formation might encourage 
elitism, is a most uncatholic way of 
thinking. Instead we do our best 
to develop the gifts that God has 
given to those we meet in life and 
we hope that they will use their 
gifts and the education they receive 
through the ministry of the Church 
for the glory of God. 

Professor Tracey rowland is the Dean of the John 
Paul II Institute in Melbourne and an Adjunct 
Professor of the University of Notre Dame.  In 2014 
she was appointed a member of the International 
Theological Commission.  She and her husband 
Stuart Rowland, a Melbourne barrister, were married 
by Annals editor, Fr Paul Stenhouse, in 1992.

say knowledge of God is obtained 
by faith in His Word expressed in 
scripture, Catholics want to add 
“and by reason” and so on.

I would argue that there is 
another dualism which Barth did 
not name and that is the dualism 
between hierarchy and democracy. 
Calvinism is very democratic 
and the Catholic faith has its own 
democratic elements. But the 
Catholic faith also has a hierarchical 
element and this means that we 
don’t accept that one person’s 
theological opinion is as good as 
the next person’s. There is the idea 
that we have to actually know the 
Catholic tradition in some depth 
before we can go about saying what 
it is and what it should be, and this 
is a hierarchical element. It means 
that education is important.

However when the Church is 
functioning well it should not 

Mueller had obviously confused 
our CV’s. I felt like saying, well, 
you could have bailed me out, you 
could have acknowledged that you 
are the one with the sons, habit and 
veil notwithstanding, but having 
been brought up by an Anglican 
grandma, I reserved my judgement 
and entertained Buddhist thoughts 
about how Dr Karma would no 
doubt get her back at some future 
time.

In addition to these completely 
mad moments there have also 
been many charming and 
beautiful experiences, like being 
photographed with the Vatican cat 
whose name is Zoro because he 
has a black patch over one eye. He 
lives in the Vatican gardens and is 
a regular visitor to Pope Benedict’s 
monastery. I have also met many 
really saintly people and have 
been privileged to sit with them at 
lunch and learn about the heroism 
of Catholics in other parts of the 
world.

Obviously, one doesn’t have to 
be a scholar to be a good Catholic 
but throughout the whole 2000 
year history of the Church there 
have always been people in every 
generation who have made the 
intellectual life of the Church their 
special form of ecclesial service. 
Without them there would have 
been no monastic libraries, no 
great universities and a rather large 
amount of confusion. 

It is often said that to think like 
a Catholic is to avoid dualisms. For 
example, the Calvinist theologian 
Karl Barth said in a rather famous 
paragraph that Catholics are rather 
taken with the word “and”. Where 
Protestants say Jesus, Catholics say 
“Jesus and Mary”. Where Protestants 
seek to obey Christ, Catholics want 
to obey Christ and his Vicar on 
earth, the Pope. While protestants 
believe the Christian is saved 
through the merits of Jesus Christ, 
Catholics want to add, “and our 
own merits”, that is, because of our 
works. While protestants believe the 
sole source of Revelation is found 
in scripture, Catholics want to add 
“and Tradition”. While protestants 

Vagueness on the March

AMBIGUITY, evasion, and body language, such as air quotes—using 
fingers as quotation marks to indicate clichés—were transforming 

college English into a coded sign language in which speakers worked 
hard to avoid saying anything definite. I called it Vagueness. By autumn 
1987, the job interviews revealed that ‘like’ was no longer a mere slang 
usage. It had mutated from hip preposition into the verbal milfoil that 
still clogs spoken English today. Vagueness was on the march. Double-
clutching (‘What I said was, I said . . .’) sprang into the arena. Playbacks, 
in which a speaker re-creates past events by narrating both sides of a 
conversation (‘So I’m like, ‘Want to, like, see a movie?’ And he goes, ‘No 
way.’ And I go . . .’), made their entrance. I was baffled by what seemed 
to be a reversion to the idioms of childhood. And yet intern candidates 
were not hesitant or uncomfortable about speaking elementary school 
dialects in a college-level job interview. I engaged them in conversation 
and gradually realized that they saw Vagueness not as slang but as 
mainstream English. At long last, it dawned on me: Vagueness was not a 
campus fad or just another generational raid on proper locution. It was a 
coup. Linguistic rabble had stormed the grammar palace. The principles 
of effective speech had gone up in flames.

— Clark Whelton was a speechwriter for New York City mayors Ed Koch and Rudy Giuliani.
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Is most of our nation assumed, by those in control, to be half-witted? And what then about 
‘our’ ABC, which absorbs a very large number of taxpayer-funded dollars annually while 
exhibiting little or no desire to pay heed to anyone based outside that organisation itself?

HARDLY NEWS
By Giles Auty

E C A U S E  t h e 
f i r s t  t e l ev i s ion 
news programs 
of the day often 
c o i n c i d e  w i t h 
my usual  ear ly 
start some of the 

finer points may admittedly elude 
me but I do by now generally get 
the unfortunate impression that 
someone habitually stabs someone 
else overnight in Brisbane, that 
three serious house fires take 
place normally in West Sydney 
and that a teenager usually 
injures himself and two others 
in North Melbourne by driving 
his car into a tree.

At that point the announcer 
says: “Let’s move on now to 
the rest of the day’s important 
news…”

The foregoing then also 
presents me with a quandary.

Should I switch channels 
perhaps to try to find out 
whether Iran and Saudi Arabia 
are by now actually at war or 
whether Angela Merkel has 
perhaps personally decided to 
accept a further million or so 
immigrants?

I exaggerate a little possibly but 
not very much.

Having first lived in Australia 
twenty years ago our national 
physical isolation is certainly not 
news to me but could you explain to 
me please how our quite astonishing 
parochialism manages not just to 
persist but even to flourish in an 
advanced electronic age?

Are Australian citizens simply 
not mature enough to be told 

that roughly a thousand recent 
immigrants to Germany assaulted 
every woman in sight on New 
Year’s Eve at the railway station in 
Cologne and that similar attacks 
took place in seven other European 
centres?   Such news was generally 
withheld for some days at least by 
the mainstream Australian media.  

And why were we not similarly 
told that the Head of Police in 
Switzerland has advised the entire 

citizenry of that country to arm 
themselves now in case something 
broadly similar occurs in that 
country?

I was a small child during the 
Second World War in England and 
became almost totally accustomed 
to regular air raids and to cycling 
to school along a road often 
packed for half an hour or more at 
a time by massive military convoys.  
Latterly those in the lorries were 
the troops earmarked for D-Day 

and the attempted liberation of 
Europe.  

I also left home effectively at 
the age of ten when sent away 
to boarding school.  My parents 
followed the latest day-to-day 
happenings of the war on the radio 
as did more or less everyone else.  
No attempt was made to censor 
what was happening from my sister 
and me and both of us had a fairly 
accurate grasp of the chronology of 

the war as a result. 
We all know the expression 

nanny state I am sure but no 
less surely we should all be 
presented now in Australia by 
our media with at least some 
kind of chance to grow up.

We – I became an 
Australian citizen eight 
years ago – seem to me to 
be in grave danger now of 
becoming almost totally 
infantilised - via our broadcast 
media, at least.  That is 
possibly not a particularly 
clever idea for the future of 
this nation within the context 
of our present-day world.

Probably nothing much can 
be done about the nannifying of 
news on our commercial channels 
where announcers also seem 
instructed to laugh inanely as often 
as possible.  Is an order to do so 
written into their contracts?  

What we are talking about here 
is a ratings war, of course, but 
does such forced laughter really 
guarantee an increase in viewers?

Or is most of our nation 
assumed, by those in control, to be 
half-witted?

Media and PoliTiCal CorreCTness
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And what then about ‘our’ ABC 
which absorbs a very large number 
of taxpayer-funded dollars annually 
while exhibiting little or no desire 
to pay heed to anyone based outside 
that organisation itself? 

The ABC regularly censors news 
which does not fit in comfortably 
with its particular political agenda.  
You may wonder here, as I do, 
how the whole notion of freedom 
of speech has managed somehow 
virtually to vanish here in a time of 
peace? 

Purely through historical chance 
I was lucky enough to attain some 
degree of mental as well as physical 
maturity before the processes of 
nannifying and infantilising vast 
numbers of Western adults had even 
really begun -  in other words at 
some time back in the 1960s.  Life 
may not have been particularly easy 
when I was growing up but much of 
it still had some fairly strong claims 
to being ‘real’. 

Thus stupid or dishonest 
actions still had palpable and 
usually fairly rapid  consequences.  
Rather sensibly all crime was not 
believed to be solely the fault of 
‘international capitalism’ in those 
distant-seeming days. 

The first hints of the novel moral 
code which has sought subsequently 
to replace just about every 
traditional Western value, including 
those of Christianity, began stirring 
in its pram way back in 1964 – 
already more than 50 years ago.

The vigorous infant’s first toy 
which it rattled furiously – and is 
still clinging to fiercely right into 
middle age – was what we now call 
political correctness.  Basically this 
has proved a highly effective childish 
means of compelling the adult world 
not to say what it actually thinks – 
except perhaps in private.   

“You mustn’t use this word or that 
word or I will scream and keep on 
screaming” the rapidly growing baby 
threatened and, of course, our novel, 
easily cowed society fairly rapidly 
gave in.

For its next trick our delightful 
baby - which happened to be a girl 
- started campaigning also against 
any privileges at all which her baby 
brother might be thought to be 
enjoying.  Were not most of those 
utterly unjust as well as historically 
unfair to her?

Indeed, was not her claim that she 
could scream much louder than her 
brother perhaps somewhat germane 
to her argument?

We seem to me to live now – 
as we have been doing for some 
time past – in a world of such 
indescribable folly as to defy most 

previously known forms of belief.  
Indeed, the whole business has gone 
on now for so long that contorted 
tangles of thought and behaviour 
seem sadly to have become our new 
‘normal’.

Purely to be polite I have not 
even mentioned so far the great 
cornerstone of post-modernist 
orthodoxy.  But you will guess 
instantly, of course, that I refer to 
‘multiculturalism’. 

Other than the equally flawed 
utopian ideal of the European Union, 
multi-culturalism may well be one 
of the more immature as well as the 
least thought-through concepts in 
the whole of our current political toy 
cupboard.

Because I was effectively banished 
from the mainstream Australian press 
long ago – although certainly not 
through absence of public support 
- I will confine myself to quoting 
now from Jennifer Oriel, a political 
scientist writing in the recent pages 
of The Australian: “Europe ushered 
in 2015 by opening its borders.  It 
entered 2016 with the mass sexual 
assault of women by asylum-seekers 
and illegal immigrants.  The ideal 
of multiculturalism has never been 
more assailed by the reality of its 
failings”.

In the meantime in my own 
specialist area of the visual arts, 
post-modernist ideology has hardly 
covered itself in glory either.

When I started out on my original 
career as a painter, the approved 
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theory of the day was that the 
giant abstract paintings of Pollock 
and Rothko, say, were our age’s 
‘equivalents’ of the masterpieces of 
the past painted by acknowledged 
masters such as Titian, Rembrandt 
and Velazquez.

Indeed, according to such theory 
the evolutionary apotheosis of 
painting was by then almost upon 
us thanks largely to the efforts 
of America’s army of abstract 
expressionists.  However, since 
both Pollock and Rothko effectively 
killed themselves I do not think that 
either – to their credit – ever really 
believed in that particular form of 
theoretical nonsense themselves.

Over the years I have usually 
found myself in disagreement with 
most of the so-called orthodoxies 
of the day.  It is therefore a great 
pleasure when I find myself  
occasionally in more or less total 
accord with other regular voices of 
dissent.  

Here are a few words written 
recently by English philosopher 
Roger Scruton who  conducted a 
lecture tour of this country not long 
ago: 

‘Beauty tells you to stop 
thinking about yourself and to 
wake up to the world of others.  
It says, look at this, listen to this, 
study this – for here is something 
more important than you.  Kitsch is 
a means to cheap emotion; beauty 
is an end in itself.  We reach beauty 
through setting our interests aside 
and letting the world dawn on 
us.  There are many ways of doing 
this, but art is undeniably the 
most important since it presents 
us with the image of human life – 
our own life and all that life means 
to us – and asks us to look on it 
directly, not for what we can take 
from it but for what we can give to 
it.  Through beauty art cleans the 
world of our self-obsession’.
My best wishes to all readers for 

2016.

Giles auTy was born in the UK and trained 
privately as a painter. He worked professionally as 
an artist for 20 years. Publication of his The Art of 
Self Deception swung his career towards criticism. He 
was art critic for The Spectator from 1984 to 1995.  
He continues to devote himself to his original love - 
painting. He is a regular contributor to Annals.
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O LIGHT OF ALL 
THE EARTH

HAIL to the Lord who comes, 
Comes to his temple gate, 
Not with his angel hosts, 

Not in his kingly state;

But borne upon the throne Of Mary’s 
gentle breast; Thus to his Father’s 
house. He comes, a humble guest.

The world’s true light draws near
All darkness to dispel, 
The flame of faith is lit 
And dies the power of hell.

Our bodies and our souls Are 
temples now for him, For we are 
born of grace –  God lights our souls 
within.

O Light of all the earth ! 
We light our lives with thee; The 
chains of darkness gone All sons of 
God are free.

— Hymn for Lauds at the Divine Office for Candlemas Day, February 
2 : Feast of the Presentation of our Lord in the Temple. Composed by 

Rev. John Ellerton [1826-1893] it appears to have been inspired by the 
morning hymn from the Roman Breviary for the Feast of Candlemas, 

Adorna Sion Thalamum.
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At the beginning of the fifth century, two hundred years before Muhammad appeared, 
there were seven-hundred Catholic bishops in North Africa. Two-hundred of them 
attended the Council of Carthage in 535 ad.  By the middle of 900 ad there were 

forty left.  By 1050 ad, there were only five left. In 1076 ad there were two.

ISLAM AND THE WEST
The first five hundred years

By Paul Stenhouse msc

R O F E S S O R  J o h n 
Esposito, Founding 
D i r e c t o r  o f  t h e 
P r i n c e  A l w a l e e d 
Bin Talal Centre for 
M u s l i m - C h r i s t i a n 
U n d e r s t a n d i n g  a t 

Georgetown University, 
USA, would have it 
that ‘five centuries of 
peaceful co-existence’ 
between Muslims and 
Christians were brought 
to an end by ‘political 
events and an imperial-
papa l  power  p l ay, ’ 
that was to lead to a 
‘centuries-long series 
of so-called holy-wars 
that pitted Christendom 
against Islam, and left 
an enduring legacy of 
misunderstanding and 
mistrust’.1 

Some years ago 
a school textbook, 
Humanities Alive 2, 
for Year 8 students in 
the Australian State of 
Victoria, carried the anti-
Christian/anti-Western 
argument further: ‘Those 
who destroyed the 
World Trade Centre are 
regarded as terrorists. … 
Might it be fair to say 
that the Crusaders who 
attacked the Muslim 
inhabitants of Jerusalem 
were also terrorists?’2 

Bernard Lewis, however, tells 
it, more or less, as it was: ‘In the 
eight century, from their bases in 
North Africa, Arab Muslim forces, 
now joined by Berber converts, 
conquered Spain and Portugal and 
invaded France; in the ninth century 

they conquered Sicily and invaded 
the Italian mainland. In 846 a naval 
expedition from Sicily even entered 
the River Tiber, and Arab forces 
sacked Ostia and Rome.’3

The First hundred years
Muhammad died 

in Medina on June 8, 
632 ad. The first of 
the eight Crusades to 
free the Holy Places in 
Palestine from Muslim 
control, and offer safe 
passage to the Holy 
Land for Christian 
pilgrims, was called only 
in 1095 ad. The period 
in question is four-
hundred and sixty-three 
years; and those years 
were – indisputably – 
not characterized by 
‘peaceful co-existence’.4  

For the Christian 
states bordering the 
Mediterranean, it was 
four-hundred and sixty-
three years of nightmare: 
a period of regular, 
often disorganized 
[and occasionally well-
organized] bloody 
incursions by Muslim – 
mainly Arab and Berber 
- land and sea forces. 
These came intent on 
booty - gold, silver, 
precious stones and 
slaves - on destroying 

undersTanding islaM Viii

One of the round towers built in the 9th Century to 
defend the Vatican from the Saracens.
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churches, convents and shrines of 
the ‘infidels,’ and on the spread of 
politico-religious Islam throughout 
Europe from their bases in the 
Mediterranean and the Adriatic. 

At the time of Muhammad’s death 
there were flourishing Christian and 
Jewish communities in Arabia, and 
throughout the major centres of the 
Persian Empire. The whole of the 
Mediterranean world on its European, 
Asian and African sides, was 
predominantly Christian.

It had taken only a few years 
for Muslim tribesmen from Arabia, 
inspired by Muhammad’s ‘revelations’ 
and example, to invade the Eastern 
Roman or Byzantine Empire whose 
emperors devoted more time to 
religious disputation than to defending 
their empire.  

In 633 ad Mesopotamia fell.  
Within eleven years the entire Persian 
Empire fell to the marauding Arab 
tribesmen who drove the twenty-
seven-year-old Persian emperor 
Yazdagird, into the farthest north-
eastern reaches of his empire, 
to Turkmenistan, where he was 
eventually murdered in Merv, in a 
miller’s hut.5 

Damascus fell in 635 ad, and 
Jerusalem capitulated five years after 
Muhammad died, in February 638 ad.  

The fall of Alexandria sounded the 
death knell of Hellenic civilization 
that once enriched the whole of the 
Near East with its scholarship and 
culture.  Henri Daniel-Rops claims 
that from the point of view of the 
history of civilization, Alexandria’s 
fall in 643 ad was as significant as 
the fall of Constantinople to the Turks 
eight-hundred years later.6  

Cyprus fell in 648-9 ad and Rhodes 
in 653 ad. By 698 ad the whole of 
North Africa was lost. 

Less than eighty years after 
Muhammad’s death, in 711 ad, 
Muslims poured across the strait of 
Gibraltar into Spain. By 721 ad this 
Arab-Berber horde had overthrown 
the ruling Catholic Visigoths and, with 
the fall of Saragossa, set their sights 
on southern France. 

By 720 ad Narbonne had fallen. 
Bordeaux was stormed and its 
churches burnt down by ‘Abd 

al-Rahman ibn ‘Abdullah al-Ghafiqi 
in early spring 732 ad.  A basilica 
outside the walls of Poitiers was 
razed, and ‘Abd al-Rahman  headed 
for Tours which held the body of St 
Martin [who died in 397 ad] apostle 
and patron saint of the Franks.  

‘Abd al-Rahman was to be defeated 
and killed by Charles Martel and 
his Frankish army on a Saturday in 
October, 732 ad, one hundred years 
after Muhammad’s death, on the road 
from Poitiers to Tours – a defeat that 
was hailed by Edward Gibbon and 
others as decisive, in turning back the 
Muslim tide from Europe.7 

Muslims Forces attack Italy
Edward Gibbon’s opinion 

notwithstanding, attacks on France 
continued, and in 734 ad Avignon was 
captured by an Arab force. Lyons was 
sacked in 743 ad. It wasn’t until 759 
ad that the Arabs were driven out of 
Narbonne. Marseilles was plundered 
by them in 838 ad.

Muslim incursions into Italy had 
been a feature of life from the early 
800s. The islands of Ponza [off 
Gaeta] and Ischia [off Naples] had 
been plundered, and then, in 813 ad 
Civitavecchia, the port of Rome, 
whose harbour had been constructed 
by Trajan, was sacked by the Arabs. 

In 826 ad, the island of Crete fell to 
Muslim forces which were to use it as 
their base until 961 ad. From around 
827 ad they then began incursions 
into Sicily. They took Palermo in 831 
ad, captured Messina and controlled 
the Strait of Messina by 842 ad, and 
finally took the island in 859 ad, after 
Enna [Castrogiovanni] fell to them. 
Syracuse, however, withstood a long 
siege and fell only in 878 ad. 

In 836 ad the Neapolitans self-
interestedly invited the Muslim forces 
to help them against the Lombards and 
set the stage for more than a century 
of Muslim raids along the Adriatic, 
involving the destruction of Ancona, 
and Muslim progress as far as the 
mouth of the Po. ‘Saracen Towers,’8  
south of Naples, built in the ninth 
century to warn locals of the approach 
of Arab fleets from Sicily and North 
Africa, still charm visitors to the 
Neapolitan coast.
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the ‘peaceful coexistence,’ which is 
made much of by Muslim apologists, 
we are still two-hundred and twenty-
three years away from the calling of 
the first Crusade. Perhaps readers may 
better understand, now, why Emperor 
Louis II, grandson of Charlemagne 
was absolutely convinced, in the ninth 
century, of the need for a Crusade. 
‘He was quite sure that Islam must be 
driven right out of Europe.’10 But still 
there was no call for a Crusade.

Bari, now home to the relics of St 
Nicholas of Myra, the original ‘Father 
Christmas,’ ‘Santa Claus,’ fell to 
Khalfun, a Berber chieftan, by another 
act of treachery in 840 ad. From 
853-871 ad the notorious Muslim 
brigand al-Mufarraj bin Sallam, and 
his successor, another Berber named 
Sawdan, controlled all the coast from 
Bari down to Reggio Calabria, and 
terrorized Southern Italy. They even 
plundered the Abbey of St Michael on 
Mt Gargano. They claimed the title of 
Emir, and independence of the Emir in 
Palermo.

Tombs of Sts Peter 
and Paul Desecrated

Naples herself had to beat off a 
Muslim attack in 837 ad.  But in 846 
ad Rome was not to be so fortunate. 
On August 23rd 846 ad, Arab 
squadrons from North Africa arrived 
at Ostia, at the Tiber’s mouth. There 
were 73 ships. The Saracen force 
numbered 11,000 warriors, with 500 
horses.9 

The two most revered Christian 
shrines outside the Holy Land, the 
tombs of Sts Peter and Paul, were 
desecrated and their respective 
Basilicas were sacked, as was the 
Lateran Basilica, along with numerous 
other churches and public buildings. 

The very altar over the body of St 
Peter was smashed to pieces, and the 
great door of St Peter’s Basilica was 
stripped of its silver plates. Romans 
were desolated and Christendom 
was shocked at the barbarism of the 
Muslim forces. 

Three years later Pope Leo IV 
[847-855 ad] formed an alliance with 
Naples, Amalfi and Gaeta, and when 
a Saracen fleet again appeared at the 
mouth of the Tiber in 849 ad, the 
Papal fleet joined forces with its allies 
and they repelled the Muslim fleet 
which turned, and ran into a violent 
wind-storm that destroyed it, like 
Pharaoh’s army long before 

Survivors were brought to Rome 
and put to work helping to build the 
Leonine Wall around the Vatican. 
Twelve feet thick, nearly forty feet 
in height and defended by forty-
four towers, most of this wall, and 
two of the round towers, can be seen 

still by visitors to the Vatican. These 
defensive walls were finished and 
blessed by Pope Leo IV in 852 ad.

Taranto in Apulia was conquered 
by Arab forces in 846 ad. They held it 
until 880 ad. 

In 870 ad, Malta was captured 
by the Muslims. In 871 ad, Bari, the 
Saracens’ capital on mainland Italy, 
was recaptured from the Muslims by 
Emperor Louis II, who in 872 ad was 
to defeat a Saracen fleet off Capua.

At this point in our examination of 
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Attacks on Catholics 
in the East

I haven’t spoken of Muslim attacks 
against the Byzantine Empire even 
though these, too, played a part in 
setting the stage for the Crusades. 
The much vaunted military might and 
political power of the Eastern Roman 
Empire carried with it responsibility 
for protecting the West from Muslim 
invaders. This it generally failed to do.

Constantinople had been attacked 
in 673 ad, and then for the next five 
years Arab armies and fleets attempted 
unsuccessfully to break through the 
Byzantine defences. ‘Greek Fire,’ that 
mysterious substance that burned on 
water, destroyed the Muslim fleets and 
won the day for the defenders. 

 Then, in 717 ad, the Muslims 
returned to the attack, emboldened 
by their successes in Spain. Fate 
intervened, and like Charles Martel 
and his Franks at Poitiers in 732 ad, 
emperor Leo the Isaurian [717-740 
ad] turned back the Muslim tide. 
Constantinople was saved – for a time. 
Leo, for all his military skills, was a 
usurper, and an iconoclast. Despite 
defeating the Muslims, his policies 
ultimately further weakened both the 
Western and Eastern Roman Empires.

In 870 ad, when Bernard the Wise 
from Brittany wanted to visit Palestine 
and the Holy Places he had to obtain a 
laissez-passer from Muslim authorities 
in Bari, on the Adriatic Coast.11

Attacks from the 
Mediterranean Continue
In 873 ad the Muslim forces 

devastated Calabria in southern Italy 
to the point that it was reduced to 
the state ‘in which it had been left 
by the Great Flood’ and the Saracens 
expressed their intention of destroying 
Rome, the city of the ‘Petrulus senex,’ 
‘the ineffective old man, Peter’.12

In 874 ad Pope John VIII did all 
he could to dissuade Amalfi, Naples, 
Benevento, Capua, Salerno, and 
Spoleto from forming a pragmatic 
alliance with the Saracens. Amalfi, 
Capua and Salerno alone heeded his 
pleas for Christian solidarity. 

From the close of 876 ad Pope 
John VIII had been sending letters 

in all directions to obtain help 
against the Arab forces which were 
devastating southern Italy and even 
threatening Rome itself. He sought 
the aid of Duke Bosone of Milan 
whom Emperor Charles the Bald had 
appointed his legate in Northern Italy 
– to no avail.  He wrote for cavalry 
horses to Alfonso III, king of Galicia 
in Spain; and for warships to the 
Byzantines, and from 876 ad until 
May 877 ad he sent numerous letters 
to the Frankish Emperor begging him 
to aid the Catholics in Italy.

The Emperor proved to be a frail 
reed, and in 879 ad, upon his death, 
the Duke of Spoleto turned on the 
Pope.  John VIII, unable to cope with 
both Saracens and Spoleto, at once, 
had to pay tribute of 25,000 mancuses 
annually to the Arabs. A silver mancus 
was worth roughly AUD$25. This 
situation lasted for two years. 

In 881 ad the Muslim allies of 
the Neapolitans captured the fortress 
on the Garigliano [the ancent Liris] 
14 km east of Gaeta close to Anzio, 
just north of Naples, and plundered 
the surrounding countryside with 
impunity for forty years. 

Returning from a synod at 
Ravenna [February 882 ad] Pope 
John VIII found, as he put it, that 
‘the Saracens are as much at home 
in Fundi [close to Rome, in Latium] 
and Terracina’ [80 km SE of Rome] 
as in North Africa. ‘Though we were 
seriously unwell,’ wrote the elderly 
Pope, ‘we went forth to battle with 
our forces, captured eighteen of the 
enemy’s ships, and slew a great many 
of their men’.13 Six hundred captives 
of the Saracens were liberated.

Syracuse fell to the Muslims in 
878 ad after a nine-month siege 
from which few escaped alive. The 
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It wasn’t until 972 ad that Duke 
William of Provence succeeded in 
driving the Saracens finally from 
the fastnesses of  Fraxineto in the 
battle of Tourtour. In 976 ad the 
Fatimid Caliphs of Egypt had sent 
fresh Muslim expeditions into 
southern Italy. Initially the German 
emperor Otho II, who had set up his 
headquarters in Rome, successfully 
defeated these Saracen forces, but in 
July 982 ad he was ambushed and his 
army was almost cut to pieces.

In 977 ad, Sergius, Archbishop 
of Damascus, was expelled from his 
See by the Muslims. Pope Benedict 
VII gave him the ancient church of 
St Alexius on Rome’s Aventine hill, 
and he founded a monastery there and 
placed it under Benedictine rule, with 
himself its first abbot.

The pontificate of Pope John 
XVIII [1003-1009 ad] was marred by 
famine and plague and by marauding 
bands of Saracens who plundered the 
Italian coast from Pisa to Rome from 
bases on Sardinia.17

By 1010 ad they had seized 
Cosenza in southern Italy. Then 
Sardinia fell to the Arabs in 1015 ad, 
led by a certain Abu Hosein Mogehid 
[thus the Latin Chronicles]. This 
is clearly Mujahid bin ‘Abd Allah 
whom Arab sources credit with the 
invasion. 

The Saracen force based on 
Sardinia, over the next few years, 
torched Pisa, seized Luna in northern 
Tuscany, and ravaged the land. Pope 
Benedict VIII managed to assemble a 
fleet and challenged the Saracen chief 
who turned tail and fled to Sardinia, 
leaving his fleet at the mercy of the 
papal force which was victorious.  

Mujahid bin ‘Abd Allah – Mugetto 
as he was called by the Pisans – was 
furious. He then sent the Pope a bag 
of chestnuts and a message that he 
would arrive in the following summer 
with as many soldiers as there were 
nuts in the bag. Benedict accepted 
the chestnuts and sent back a bag of 
rice: ‘If your master,’ he said to the 
astonished messenger, ‘isn’t satisfied 
with the damage he has done to the 
dowry of the Apostle, let him come 
again and he will find an armed 
warrior for every grain of rice’. 

Still One hundred and 
seventy-four Years to 

the First Crusade
At this point in the alleged peaceful 

co-existence between Muslims and 
Christians, we are still one-hundred 
and seventy-four years away from the 
calling of the first Crusade to free the 
Holy Places.

Meanwhile, Muslim fleets sacked 
and destroyed Demetrias in Thessaly, 
Central Greece, in 902 ad, and 
Thessalonica the second city of the 
Byzantine Empire fell to them in 904 
ad. Muslim armies took Hysela in 
Carsiana in 887 ad, and Amasia ad, 
the metropolitan city of Pontus in Asia 
Minor, on the Black Sea. 

The bishop of Amasia named 
Malecenus wanted to ransom those of 
his people who had been captured but 
knew that the Byzantine Emperor Leo 
VI would not help; so he appealed to 
Pope Benedict IV in Rome. 

The Pope received him kindly, 
and gave him an encyclical letter 
addressed to all bishops, abbots, 
counts and judges and to all orthodox 
professors of the Catholic faith asking 
them to show Malacenus every 
consideration, and to see him safely 
from one city to the next.

In 905 ad Pope Sergius III helped 
Bishop Hildebrand of Silva Candida 
restore some of the damage done to 
his See by the ravaging Saracens who 
had devastated the Church of Silva 
Candida in the neighbourhood of 
Rome.

In 915 ad Pope John X successfully 
created a Christian League with the 
help of Byzantine Admiral Picingli 
and his fleet. Even the bickering 
princes of southern Italy joined forces 
against the Saracens, along with King 
Berengarius and his armies from 
North Italy. The enemy was holed-up 
in fortresses on the Garigliano near 
Gaeta, north of Naples. After three 
months of blockade, they tried to fight 
their way out only to be repelled by a 
victorious Christian force.

In 934 ad the Fatimid imam 
al-Ka’im planned an audacious 
invasion of Liguria led by Ya‘kub bin 
Ishaq. The latter attacked Genoa that 
year, and took it in 935 ad.

Byzantine city was pillaged and 
destroyed. Its collapse freed-up 
more numerous bands of marauding 
Muslims to harry the Italian towns 
and cities.

880 ad saw victory over Saracen 
forces at Naples by Byzantine 
Commanders and also the arrival in 
waters off Rome of warships sent by 
the emperor Basil to give the Pope 
the means of defending ‘the territory 
of St Peter’.14

Meanwhile, the Saracens had 
turned their attention again to 
southern France and northern Italy. 
They had taken Avignon in 734 ad 
and Marseilles in 838 ad and they 
were ravaging Provence and North 
Italy from their bases in the Alps. 
The most important of these bases 
was Fraxineto or Fréjus, not far from 
Toulon, which they captured in 889 
ad. 

They were displaced temporarily 
from their base in 942 ad by Hugh 
of Arles who had a Byzantine fleet 
harry them from the sea, while he 
attacked from land. Horace Mann 
comments in his The Lives of the 
Popes in the Middle Ages15  that it is 
symptomatic of the kind of pragmatic 
leaders who controlled the destiny 
of Europe at that time, that instead 
of wiping out this bloodthirsty band 
of Muslim invaders, Hugh allowed 
them to stay where they were on 
condition that they did all they could 
to prevent his rival as ‘king of Italy,’ 
Berengerius Marquis of Ivrea, from 
returning to Italy. 

The latter managed to return from 
Germany to Italy in 945 ad, and the 
Muslims were not to be expelled 
completely from their lair until 972 
ad – almost one-hundred years after 
capturing Fraxineto – by a league of 
Italian and Provençal princes.

In the meantime they infested 
the passes of the Alps, robbing and 
murdering pilgrims on their way 
to Rome. In 921 ad a large band of 
Englishmen, on pilgrimage to the 
tombs of the Apostles in Rome, were 
crushed to death under rocks rolled 
down on them by Saracens in the 
passes of the Alps.16 
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The Pope did not wait for an answer 
but carried the war into the enemy’s 
territory. He co-opted the combined 
fleets of Pisa and Genoa and they 
sailed for Sardinia in 1017 ad only to 
find Mujahid in the act of crucifying 
Christians on Sardinia. The Muslim 
leader fled to North Africa, and 
Sardinia was occupied by the Pisans.  
Mujahid kept trying to re-take Sardinia 
until 1050 ad when he was captured 
by the Pisans and the island was made 
over to them by the Pope.18

Muslims from Spain sacked Antibes 
in 1003 ad. They sacked Pisa in 1005 
ad and 1016 ad, and Narbonne in 1020 
ad.

Sometime around 1025 ad Pope 
John XIX granted the pallium [sign 
of Ecclesiastical jurisdiction] to 
Archbishop Peter of Gerona in 
northeast Spain, on condition that he 
redeemed Christian captives of the 
Saracens as he had promised the Pope 
when he had come on his ‘ad limina’ 
visit.

The four-hundred and sixty-
three years that elapsed between 
Muhammad’s death in 632 ad and the 
calling of a Crusade to free the Holy 
Places in 1095 ad was not a time 
of ‘peaceful co-existence’ between 
Muslims and European or Byzantine 
Christians. Nor was it, for Christians 
living in Muslim-occupied territories. 
They enjoyed ‘peace’ only by keeping 
the lowest possible profile, paying 
the jizya, or head-tax, and accepting 
non-person status in lands that had 
been Christian before the Muslim 
invaders arrived.

The new millennium saw the 
situation go from bad to worse. In 
1009 ad, the Fatimid Caliph of Egypt, 
Abu-‘Ali Mansur al-Hakim, ordered 
the destruction of the Holy Sepulchre 
in Jerusalem. The edict of destruction 
was signed by his ‘Christian’ secretary 
ibn-‘Abdun.  

The Muslims destroyed the Tomb of 
Jesus, the Dome and the upper parts of 
the Church until their demolition was 
halted by the great mound of debris at 
their feet. For eleven years Christians 
were forbidden even to visit the rubble 
or to pray in the ruins.

Shocked by the destruction of 
Christendom’s holiest Shrine in ad 
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Towards the end of 1095 ad, 
Pope Urban II, at another Council 
held at Claremont in France, took up 
the suggestion, and urged Europe’s 
Catholics to ‘Take the road to the 
Holy Sepulchre … let each one deny 
himself and take up the Cross’. The 
Assembly rose to its feet and shouted 
‘God wills it’. 

Muhammad died on June 8, 
632 AD. It had taken four hundred 
and sixty-three years for Europe’s 
Catholics to combine their forces and 
to rise up in defence of themselves and 
of their Faith.

Next Issue: A solution to the mounting violence and 
hatred ‘in the Path of Allah’.
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1009 , Pope Sergius IV appealed for 
help to go to Palestine to rebuild it. His 
appeal fell on deaf ears. 

At the beginning of the fifth century, 
two hundred years before Muhammad 
appeared, there were seven-hundred 
Catholic bishops in North Africa.19 
Two-hundred of them attended the 
Council of Carthage in 535 AD.  By 
the middle of the 900s there were forty 
left. By 1050, as a result of ‘peaceful 
coexistence,’ there were only five left. 

In 1076, before the calling of the 
Council of Clermont, there were two. 
We learn this from a letter that Pope 
Gregory VII, Hildebrand, wrote to 
Cyriacus, Archbishop of Carthage in 
June 1076 ad. As three bishops are 
needed for the valid consecration of 
another bishop Gregory asked him to 
send a suitable priest to Rome who 
could be consecrated assistant bishop, 
so that he [Cyriacus] and Servandus, 
bishop of Buzea in Mauritania, and 
the new bishop could consecrate 
other bishops for the North African 
Catholics.20

Gregory VII, on his deathbed in 
1085 ad, dreamt of forming a Christian 
League against Islam and said, ‘I 
would rather risk my life to deliver 
the Holy Places, than govern the 
Universe’.21

It seems to have been the Seljuk 
Turkish capture of Jerusalem in 1076 
ad that finally swung the balance, 
exhausted the patience of the European 
and Byzantine Catholics, and fulfilled 
Gregory’s wish. Pilgrimage to the Holy 
Places had became more difficult; 
a poll-tax was imposed on visitors. 
Those who dared journey there were 
harassed, robbed and some even 
enslaved if not killed. 

At the Council of Piacenza 
summoned by Pope Urban II and 
held in March 1095 ad, Byzantine 
delegates emphasized the danger facing 
Christendom from Muslim expansion, 
and the hardship facing Eastern 
Catholics until the infidel be driven 
back.22 

They repeated an appeal made by 
Byzantine Emperor Alexius to Robert 
of Flanders asking him to return to the 
East with some knights to assist the 
Byzantines in their struggle with the 
Muslims.
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BooK reView

The fundamental error made by ideological ecologists and green bureaucrats is that 
by locking up and preserving forests and woodlands from man-made disturbance 

(management) there has been a serious change in the dynamic ecological balance of 
forest and woodlands created and maintained by the Aborigines over 40,000 years.

FIRESTICK ECOLOGY
Truth About Australian Bushfires and Forest Management

By Peter Fisher

N HIS ground breaking 
recently released book 
Vic Jurskis sets modern 
Austral ian Forest  and 
Woo d l and  e co log i c a l 
‘consensus’ right on its ear. 
Some inkling of what is 

to come is provided in the rather 
cheeky sub-tit le ,  ‘Fairdinkum 
Science in Plain English’.

At the outset Jurskis 
acknowledges that he is adrift 
against a very strong tide of 
ecological conformism based on 
ideological nature preservation. Yet 
he proves to be a very strong and 
courageous swimmer. 

To begin, Jurskis feels the need 
to restate the basic principles 
of scientific method, namely 
observation, thinking, proposing 
a hypothesis and testing it. He 
observes that most pragmatic 
natural resource managers do this 
by training and instinct, whereas 
many self-professed scientists 
disdain observation as anecdotal 
evidence and embark upon 
experimentation and statistical 
gymnastics to prop up pre-conceived 
positions. He provides many 
examples of this sort of error. 

However, the strong central tenet 
of Jurskis’s book is that the forests 
and woodlands extant after years of 
European settlement are in fact not 
the ecosystems we inherited from 
the Aborigines after 40,000 years of 
their management, mainly   by the 
use of the firestick. 

Over this long period the 
Aborigines became very skilful 
with the use of fire, and burnt 
continuously – wherever and 
whenever they could. The results 
of their efforts were generally 

open forests and woodlands with 
grassy understory and the virtual 
absence of scrubby undergrowth. 
The exceptions were very moist 
areas of rainforest and other forest 
types protected by natural features. 
Hunting for game was the main 
purpose of this activity where 
widespread open access was readily 
maintained.

Jurskis has used thoroughly 
researched historical records 
from early explorers and settlers 
to confirm the above described 
conditions at the time of European 
settlement. While some ecologists 
have dismissed these records as 
unreliable the body of evidence 
he provides from a wide variety 
of eminent navigators, explorers, 
officials and settlers is too strong 
to deny. They substantiate Jurskis’s 
claim regarding the power of 
objective observation.

The fundamental reason why 
much of the current forest and 
woodland is not the same as that 
inherited from the Aborigines 
is that widespread and frequent 
burning ceased.

 The forests and woodlands 
that resulted from the Aborigines’ 
activities were in complete harmony 
with their economy and lifestyle, 
fashioned over many millennia. 
The forests and woodlands 
were free from disease and were 
supported by soils completely 
compatible with the vegetation they 
supported. Populations of fauna 

Vic Jurskis, Firestick Ecology, 
Connor Court, 2015, 

Paperback, 370 pages, Retail 
Price: $34.95. Foreword:  

Professor Peter Attiwill. Copies: 
0497-900-685.
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were in balance with their food 
source. Because ground fuel was 
continually consumed by fire and 
scrub regeneration controlled, there 
was continual recycling of nutrients, 
preventing nitrogen accumulation 
in litter and the development of soil 
pathogens.

 Wildfires were confined to 
lightning strikes in naturally 
protected, moister, forests during 
drought periods and easily 
contained within 
the broader matrix 
of frequently burnt 
areas. The forests and 
woodlands therefore 
were under active, 
practical management 
under which any 
concept of ‘wilderness’ 
as now advocated was 
completely alien.    

Jurskis graphically 
describes how drastic 
changes to the forests 
and woodlands have 
occurred in the absence 
of frequent burning. 
Perhaps the two most 
remarkable examples 
are the Pilliga Scrub 
and the Murray River 
Redgum Forests which 
were actually not in 
existence prior to 
European settlement. 

At the time of 
European settlement 
the Pilliga was an open 
woodland dominated 
by eucalypts with 
scattered mature 
White Cypress Pine 
trees. Aboriginal 
burning maintained 
this condition by 
eliminating cypress regeneration 
and early settlers continued the 
practice for pasture development. 
As grazing was withdrawn, prolific 
cypress regeneration in the absence 
of fire resulted in a broad expanse 
of accidentally man-made cypress 
forest. Thinning operations during 
the 1890s and 1930s depressions, 
and subsequent forest management, 
enabled these forests to become 

commercial for the timber industry 
and to come under protection from 
wildfire. 

Under environmentalist pressure 
the NSW Labor Government in 
2008 ‘saved’ these forests into 
National Park, subjecting them to a 
recurrence of prolific regeneration, 
soil degradation and susceptibility 
to wildfire in the absence of active 
management. The inevitable 
occurred with the disastrous 2013 
Coonabarrabran megafire.

Aboriginal burning over the 
millennia in the River Murray flood 
plains promoted large areas of 
grass and reeds with only scattered 
occurrence of mature redgum trees. 
Series of floods always resulted in 
prolific redgum regeneration, but 
the frequent Aboriginal burning 
destroyed the vulnerable seedlings. 
As burning ceased, several series 
of subsequent floods resulted in 

widespread redgum regeneration, 
again creating an accidental 
man-made forest in the large 
flood plains. Again depression-era 
labour was brought in to ringbark 
old mature trees and to thin 
regeneration. 

Again a viable timber industry 
was established and sustained 
enabling the forests to be 
maintained in a healthy condition. 
And yet again the NSW Labor 

Government in 
2010 bowed to 
e n v i r o n m e n t a l i s t 
pressure and ‘saved’ 
the forests to National 
Park. They are now 
prone to uncontrolled 
r e g e n e r a t i o n , 
invasion of scrub 
and the introduction 
of soil pathogens 
and die-back in the 
absence of hands on 
management.

Jurskis cites 
many other exam-
ples where in the 
prolonged absence of 
burning, many forests, 
and woodlands are 
in serious decline. 
The common thread 
appears to be the 
development of dense 
scrubby understory, 
absence of native 
grasses and herbs, 
litter accumulation 
and changes to soil 
chemistry and fertility 
and potential for the 
introduction of soil 
pathogens. Crown die-
back is common, exac-
erbating herbivore 

proliferation, resulting in chronically 
debilitated mature trees.

The fundamental error made by 
ideological ecologists and green 
bureaucrats therefore is that by 
locking up and preserving forests 
and woodlands from man-made 
disturbance (management), there 
has been a serious change in the 
dynamic ecological balance of 
forest and woodlands created and 

A swagman boiling his billy in the Australian Bush
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weak politicians and a duped media 
as well as forensically pulling apart 
the prejudices and arguments of 
preservation ecologists. These are 
themes that I have pursued in 
previous contributions to The Annals 
but which are much more effectively 
argued in this book.

Finally, and perhaps most 
importantly for the protection of life 
and property, Jurskis’s overall thesis 
incorporates a clarion call for the 
reintroduction of the only practical 
way to control wildfire, that is by 
wide scale prescribed burning. He 
presents incontrovertible evidence 
that this has succeeded in the past 
and is totally compatible with the 
maintenance of ecological balance. 
An important rider he adds to this 
position is that it would be greatly 
facilitated and economised by 
the reintroduction of professional 
commercial forestry to much of the 
forest estate. 

Several of the chapters in 
‘Firestick Ecology’ go into much 
more detail than I have outlined 
above and a very extensive 
bibliography is provided. They are 
nevertheless eminently readable 
(true to his sub-title) but are 
important however, in providing 
extremely strong supporting 
evidence to his arguments.

Those extreme environmentalists 
and ‘Gaia’ enthusiasts who were 
bolstered by Pope Francis’s 
Encyclical Laudato Si’ will be 
extremely disappointed to learn 
that they are completely on the 
wrong track. ‘Firestick Ecology’ is 
in harmony with His Holiness’s 
message.

Make no mistake, this book 
stands as the most important 
contribution to the understanding 
of Australian forest ecology in 
at least a generation. I strongly 
commend the book therefore to all 
who are interested in the continued 
wellbeing of our forest and 
woodland estate, professional and 
layman alike.

PeTer fisher is a retired professional forester 
with over forty years experience in all facets of 
forest management. He is a former Assistant 
Commissioner of the Forestry Commission of NSW.

practice by high country graziers, 
was never proven. This needs to be 
compared with massive amounts 
of erosion resulting from the series 
of explosive wildfires in the high 
country, from 1978 to 2003.

Jurskis also cites several examples 
of endangered species habitats 
being drastically changed by the 
preservation philosophy. On the 
other hand he highlights the little 
publicly known fact that not one 
native species has become extinct 
over a century of professional 
forestry practice. 

Along the way Jurskis has several 
well aimed swipes at the green 
bureaucracy, environmental zealots, 

maintained by the Aborigines over 
40,000 years. This has resulted in 
declining biodiversity, health and 
vigour, and exponentially increased 
susceptibility to uncontrollable 
wildfire. Ironically therefore, current 
concepts of nature preservation are 
counterproductive to their stated 
aims.  

Jurskis also presents a very 
sound case for the reintroduction of 
controversial burning and grazing 
in the alpine forests in the interests 
of their health and maintenance 
of biodiversity. Green objections 
to burning and grazing are based 
substantially on potential for erosion 
which over many early years of this 
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Across 
1. Relentless rage follows Norwegian fiddle 

(9)
5. Force Dachau inmate to meet Queen (5)
7. “In the meantime bury him”, says the 

Cockney (7)
9. Southern Councillor changes laws and 

writes carelessly (7)
11. Abel can produce a group of turtles (4)
12. Midday’s air is bad for these bovine 

attendants (10)
13. Pinches some small drinks (4)
15. Why can’t a taxi conceal a musical setting 

for a religious text? (7)
18. Attribute to a scholar of Jewish law (7)
19. Desire to see ancient city and part of 

Germany (4)
22. Solemn saint has one in cemetery (10)
23. Donation to the poor during Palm 

Sunday (4)
25. Silly Diana in Hoosier State (7)
26. Heading west, Alec leaves Kansas with 

heartless Amy on a pedestrian path (7)
27. Former Northumbrian king and saint 

wined, got drunk (5)

28. Three foot flyers not much good in 
American defence force (9)

Down 
1. Air, initially bad in hall, causes cat to 

vomit (8)
2. Tallinn radish cooked just off the north 

Antrim coast (7,6)
3. Race around Israeli port (4)
4. Arias Ron composed for specialist grower 

of flowers (8)
5. Persian fairy met Queen around the 

outside (9)
6. Sister out to oppose (6)
8. Intend to be petty (4)
10. Referee’s informer? (13)
14. Post Office clear out in China (9)
16. A Brit you upset with necrology (8)
17. What peeping toms use to guide traffic? 

(8)
20. Set fire to some sovereign item (6)
21. Be acquainted with one thousand at the 

present time (4)
24. Association of one hundred and fifty 

Cubans getting rid of tins (4)
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The most exciting achievement for Simon is the travel skills he has learned. I will 
never forget the look of pride on his face when he caught the train by himself for 
the first time. It was indeed a rite of passage for him. I saw a different Simon.

WHAT ‘MATER DEI’ MEANS TO US
By Beryl and Phil Stevens

Y INVOLVEMENT 
wi th  Mater  De i 
began back in 1939 
when I  (Bery l ) 
went to find my 
s i s t e r  who  had 
b een  p l aced  in 

an orphanage. I caught a train to 
Kirkham Lane and then walked a 
country mile to locate her at the 
Mater Dei Orphanage. Who would 
have thought that twenty-eight 
years later, in 
1967, I would 
be arriving at 
the very same 
location, in a 
car, to enrol my 
nine-year-o ld 
d a u g h t e r , 
M i che l ,  i n t o 
w h a t  w a s 
now a special 
school for girls. 
Michel had not 
fitted into the 
‘normal’ school 
system, or even 
the ‘special’ day 
school system. 
We were told 
she wouldn’ t 
read or write.

We left Michel in the hands of 
many dedicated nuns and some 
wonderful lay teachers. Visiting 
was to be the third Sunday of every 
month. At that time, there were 
sixty students, all girls, boarded in 
dormitories.

The experience we had 
with Michel at that school was 
exceptional. In the time she was 
there she learned to read and write, 

performed in musicals, had work 
experience and even managed 
to be school captain (until she let 
some younger students out of the 
gate and into the fields ... because 
they were ‘annoying’ her!). She 
learned to tell the time but could 
never gauge time well. If someone 
told her to come back in twenty 
minutes, she had no idea. If they 
said, ‘Be back at ten past eleven’, she 
would be there.

The children were led by 
example, and their day-to-day 
life was routine, calm and full 
of learning. How they thrived! 
Reporting by teachers in those days 
was not ruled by ‘politically correct’ 
constraints. A spade was a spade!

Michel, who always did love 
her food, was one of a group of 
like-minded eaters who were put 
on the ‘diet table’, to help control 
weight. Lessons in life and 

health were as important as any 
other learning. Matron oversaw 
their health development and 
took care of their many ailments.

One of Michel’s biggest learning 
experiences at Mater Dei was when 
an earth tremor shook the school 
in the middle of the night. Next 
parent ‘visiting day’ she was full of 
news—though not about the earth 
moving! When the nuns jumped 
up in the middle of the night to 

see if the girls were 
all right, they didn’t 
put on their habits. 
Michel and her 
friends were amazed 
to discover that the 
nuns had hair! How 
marvellous those 
nuns were; selfless 
and dedicated, we 
were in awe of them!

Fetes were, and 
still are, a big part 
of Mater Dei. In 
Michel’s time, we 
could get a bus 
from Eddy Avenue 
at Sydney’s Central 
Station, to journey 
up to Camden for 

the great fete. There were horse 
rides and hayrides and the raffles 
were interesting too. One year we 
were informed that we had won 
first prize which, to my horror, was 
a puppy (a good Catholic dog’—the 
nuns assured me). I must admit that 
‘Raffles’ the dog did become a very 
popular member of our family.

Over the years, people have 
questioned our decision to send 
Michel to a boarding school, as 

CaTholiC life

Mater Dei, with the cloisters and Chapel in the background. In the 
foreground is Wivenhoe, the Cowper family home, built in 1837.
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though we were sending her away. 
It was our hardest decision, and yet 
our best. We left her with experts 
who gave her a very ordered and 
caring environment, and had the 
skills to bring out the best in 
her—we learned a lot from them 
ourselves.

On to 1995, and we found 
ourselves with another very 
special person in our care, Michel’s 
son, Simon. He was born with 
moderate learning disabilities. On 
seeking advice from many people, 
we were not surprised to 
discover that Mater Dei was 
recommended as the best 
school for Simon’s needs.

So once again we 
returned to Mater Dei. Of 
course many things had 
changed. Now there were 
boys as well as girls, no 
more nuns teaching and 
many day students. Instead 
of boarding as such, the 
opportunity for residential 
care in group homes 
around Camden had been 
developed.

There seemed to be 
a more casual feel to,the 
school and more noise. We 
tried hard not to compare 
the school to ‘the good old 
days’ and, to our surprise, 
found that we’ve had many 
‘good new days’ too! Yes, 
there are fewer restrictions, the 
children express themselves more, 
and life seems very hectic, but isn’t 
that in keeping with today’s world? 
The school still has that wonderful 
spirit and the children are still 
being educated by wonderful 
people. Nowadays, parents have far 
more interaction with the educators, 

and contribute ideas as to what 
they want their child to learn. 
Reporting is very detailed and the 
children participate in a multitude 
of activities.

The fetes are still in full swing, 
however motorbikes have replaced 
the hayrides. The raffle prizes do 
not include puppies!

Simon, like Michel, has thrived 
at Mater Dei and he got to wear a 
badge too—that of Vice-Captain. 
Unlike Michel, he actually got to 
keep his for the whole year!

Now that Simon has graduated 
from Mater Dei, he works two 
days a week at a plant nursery at 
Kogarah and three days a week at 
Labour Solutions, also in Kogarah. 
He earns $90 per week and, 
interestingly, thinks the pay slip 
envelope with the dollar and cent 
signs on it is far more important 

than the invisible $90 that is 
transferred to his hank account.

The most exciting achievement 
for Simon is the travel skills he has 
learned. I will never forget the look 
of pride on his face when he caught 
the train by himself for the first 
time. It was indeed a rite of passage 
for him. I saw a different Simon.

Usually he holds his head down 
and is very serious but that day 
he held it high and his face was 
beaming. I spent three months 

accompanying him from 
Oatley Railway Station to 
Kogarah Station and the 
most difficult skill for him 
to learn was to put the ticket 
into the slot with the arrow 
going down. Now he travels 
independently. Even though 
he can’t read, he is skilled 
at asking for help. One day 
he lost his fare but the staff 
at the stations are very alert 
and caring towards him. He 
amazes Phil and me with 
what he can do.

So here we are in 2007, 
sixty-eight years since I first 
entered the premises of 

Mater Dei. When Simon 
graduated we gave Mater 
Dei a sad but fond farewell. 
What has Mater Dei meant 
to us? It has meant that our 

most precious children have been 
guided to be the best people they 
could be—socially, academically and 
spiritually and all our lives have 
been enriched.

Journey to the Heart may be obtained by ringing 
02-4655-7481 or by writing to The Principal, Mater 
Dei, 229 Macquarie Grove Rd, Camden, NSW 2570.

WHAT MATER DEI means to us is excerpted  
from a beautiful book – Journey to the 

Heart – produced by the Sisters of the Good 
Samaritan to celebrate, in 2007, the golden jubilee 
of Mater Dei Orphanage’s becoming a school for 
children with special disabilities in 1957. Mater 
Dei Orphanage was set up by the Sisters in 1910 
and occupied property that was granted to the 
Cowper family by Governor Macquarie in 1812. 
The Cowper family home Wivenhoe, built in 1837, 
may still be visited. The gates to Mater Dei are 
at the top of Kirkham Lane, not far from Cobbitty, 
NSW.  My mother met a Catholic priest for the 
first time around 1919 as she was riding her pony 
through the bushland surrounding old Wivenhoe, 
from Matavai her home in Cobbitty,. The priest 
was Father Gilbert Buisson, MSC, from Alsace-
Lorraine. She became a Catholic some years 
later, grew to love the nuns, especially Mother 
Matthias, and always enjoyed visiting Mater Dei. 

- Editor,  Annals.  

Jung and Julian the Apostate 

EVIDENCE - and there is much of it - reveals Jung to have been an acutely self-conscious heresiarch, 
much like Julian the Apostate, with whom Jung believed he was an initiate into a fourth-century mystical 

brotherhood. Like Julian, for many years Jung presented himself as a Christian but in private practiced 
paganism. Further, even late in life, Jung looked upon the orthodoxies of Judaeo-Christianity as his enemy, and 
as the enemy of life itself.

— Richard Noll, The Ayran Christ, Random House New York, 1997,  pp.xv-xvi.
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BooK reView

The phenomenon of conversion to Catholicism described in Catholic converts 
from Down Under, and All Over, ranges across the entire spectrum of 

humanity – linguistic, social, intellectual, racial, national, personal.  It is a 
great modern witness to the truth of the claims of the Catholic Church.

CONVERSION TO CATHOLICISM

‘Like Iron leaping to the Magnet’

By Paul Stenhouse

ONVERSION to 
Ca tho l i c i sm i s , 
as Hilaire Belloc 
said in his intro-
duction to G.K. 
Chesterton’s book 
The Catholic Church 

and Conversion, ‘the tremendous1 
subject’. Let’s not ignore the gerun-
dive nature of the adjective ‘tremen-
dous,’ for it aptly describes the 
subject of this anthology: one that 
must, surely, make us tremble; one 
of which we must, surely, be in awe. 

I can vouch for this. It is 
something that I’m familiar with 
because if it hadn’t been for my 
own mother’s becoming a Catholic 
as a young woman, I can’t be sure 
that I’d be reviewing this book. 

My father who died young, 
was not a Catholic; and my older 
brother and I were privileged to be 
baptised and raised as Catholics.

Those who are born into 
the faith very often go through 
something similar to conversion as 
they grow into adults, assuming that 
they have been fortunate enough 
to be nurtured in the faith at home 
and at school.

The admiration that born-
Catholics feel for converts is, as 
Hilaire Belloc writes, analogous 
to the admiration that the early 
Church –  in those first more than 
two hundred and fifty years of 
intermittent and brutal persecution 
– had for the untold thousands of 
martyrs who were, as their name 
suggests, ‘witnesses’.2

The phenomenon of conversion 
to Catholicism described in Catholic 
converts from down under and all over 
ranges across the entire spectrum 
of humanity – linguistic, social, 
intellectual, national, personal. 

It is a great modern witness 
to the truth of the claims of the 
Catholic Church. As the editor 
says in her introduction, there 
are myriad journeys all intensely 
personal, recounted here – from 
atheism, Anglicanism, Islam, 
Pentecostalism, Hinduism and 
Zoroastrianism and from many 
other starting points.

The variety of personalities, 
countries of origin, religious or 
secular backgrounds, occupations 
and education reflected in the 
stories contained in this book, show 
that men and women continue to 
wend their way into the church 
through every conceivable gate, 
by every imaginable process that 
Hilaire Belloc described as slow 
intellectual examination, shock, 
vision, moral trial, or even travel.3

As we are speaking of gates that 
lead to the Catholic Church, may I 
digress for a moment and reflect on 
the life of a long deceased journalist 
from South Australia – Alwyn Lee – 
who in his day was a legend among 
journalists. He was precocious, a 
talented writer and a rebellious and 
very free spirit; not surprisingly, he 
had a chequered career. 

Before the Second World War 
he and his wife Esse moved to 
Melbourne from Adelaide, where 
he worked on The Star which was 
an afternoon paper. He worked 
successively for the Melbourne 
Herald, owned and edited by Rupert 
Murdoch’s father, and the Sydney 
Telegraph owned by Frank Packer. 

Catholic Converts from Down 
Under … and All Over, ed. by 

Wanda Skowronska, Pb, pp. xix, 
208. $30. For copies ring  

Connor Court Publishing, Ballarat, 
0497 900 685; or The Mustard 

Seed Bookshop, Lidcombe, 
N.S.W., 9646 9000
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When war broke out he went to 
America, and after the war he 
worked for Time Magazine. This fine 
writing, hard drinking journalist 
found his way into the Church 
through a friendship that grew up 
with the priests at the Church of 
San Silvestro, off the Via del Corso, 
in Rome.

This anthology of inspiring 
stories of at times miraculous 
conversion – describes the gradual 
discovery and acceptance of the 
Catholic church by men and women 
who may have begun life with no 
knowledge of its existence and for 
whom up until the light 
shone, it was perhaps no 
more than a name, even 
despised, sometimes feared, 
and certainly corresponding 
to nothing that they really 
understood or knew.

Some like my own 
mother, arrived at the Faith 
through a study of history. 
She was encouraged in 
this by the rector of St 
Paul’s Church of England 
church in Cobbitty, N.S.W., 
Canon George Allnut, who 
together with his wife and 
daughters ran a little school 
in the Rectory for the 
daughters of local farmers.

Some, like G. K. 
Chesterton, became a 
Catholic ‘to restore his 
innocence,’ as he put it. 
We who live in a world 
that no longer takes sin 
seriously, need to reflect 
on how – for G.K.C. – sin 
was a formidable reality. As Maisie 
Ward wrote of him: ‘He became a 
Catholic because of the Church’s 
practical power of dealing with sin.’4

The Catholic Catechism contains 
a summary of the teaching of 
the Catholic Church on faith 
and morals that, in essence, 
dates back from well before the 
Scriptures were written down. 
Nowhere in that Catechism will 
you find encouragement for 
narrow-mindedness, fear of the 
Truth, racism, bigotry, or anti-
intellectualism. 

When someone becomes a 
Catholic he or she loses nothing of 
what was good and positive in what 
they formerly believed. If they were 
Christians, their faith is clarified, 
extended and enriched. If they were 
non-Christians, their knowledge of 
God and his plan for this world is 
enhanced, and their lives take on a 
new and fuller meaning. 

The Church is often said to be 
opposed to reason and freedom. 
Nothing could be further from the 
truth. To become a Catholic is not 
to leave off thinking, as Chesterton 
reminds us, but to learn how really 

to think. Not only are we not 
discouraged from using our wills, 
but there are times when we are 
encouraged to use our wills more. 
Especially when it comes to judging 
about the nature, the history and 
the reality of the Church, and 
about the ‘tremendous’ decision to 
become a Catholic that that lies at 
the heart of this anthology. 

Describing his own agonising 
experience, Chesterton said about 
the act of the will required in 
conversion, ‘There is, in the last 

second of time or hairbreadth 
of space before the iron leaps to 
the magnet, an abyss full of all 
the unfathomable forces of the 
universe. The space between doing 
and not doing such a thing, is so 
tiny, and so vast.’5

Speaking of Our Lady, 
Chesterton wrote: ‘the instant I 
remembered the Catholic church, 
I remembered her; when I tried to 
forget the Catholic Church, I tried 
to forget her. When I finally saw 
what was … the freest and hardest 
of all my acts of freedom, it was in 
front of a gilded and very gaudy 

little image of her in the port 
of Brindisi, that I promised 
that thing that I would do, if 
I returned to my own land.’6

The greatest argument 
for Catholicism, if I may 
quote Chesterton again, ‘is 
exactly what makes it hard 
to argue for it. It is the scale 
and multiplicity of the forms 
of truth and help that it has 
to offer’ – to us and to our 
world.

All those who contributed 
to this inspiring anthology, 
and shared their insights into 
the reasons that led them to 
the Ancient Christian Faith, 
will agree with words that 
Chesterton wrote to friends 
who had become Catholics: 

‘the only thing that you and I 
can really say with profit is that 
we are men who have talked 
to a good many men about a 
good many things, and seen 
something of the world and the 
philosophies of the world and 

that we have not the shadow of a 
doubt about what was the wisest act 
of our lives.’7

I recommend Catholic Converts to 
Annals readers. It is a must for every 
home, convent, presbytery, seminary 
and school.

1  London, Burns Oates & Washbourne Ltd, 1927, p.5.
2  op.cit. p.6.
3  ibid. p.7.
4 Gilbert Keith Chesterton, London, Sheed & Ward, 1944, 

p.396.
5  ibid. p.387.
6 The Well and the Shallows, London, Sheed & Ward, 1935, 

pp.176-177.
7 Letter dated February 14, 1923, quoted Maisie Ward, 

op.cit. p.391.
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BooK reView

‘The Renaissance as a movement undoubtedly endowed the world with great 
gifts, but it was also a triumph of spin… It utterly rejected as worthless almost 
every key component of medieval culture and coined the term Middle Ages to 

cover that whole period between the classical world and its own time.’

SOUL OF THE WEST 
Cardinal Point on the Cultural-Moral Compass

By Ian MacDonald

O CALL this a 
slim volume would 
b e  t o  sugge s t 
the  ephemera l , 
whereas it has a 
continuing power 
f rom the great 

days of print pamphleteering (blogs 
are the extension of pamphleteering 
by other means).

David Daintree calls it a 
monograph and writes that its chief 
goal ‘is to demonstrate that the 
West cannot be fully understood 
without a proper and informed 
appreciation of its close connection 
with the Christian religion, and that 
this connection is profound and 
indissoluble’.

A teacher, Daintree remembers 
his own teachers; it shows in the 
style with which he raises crucial 
points while leaving room for his 
readers to think of rejoinders.  

Obviously he has taken on board 
Blaise Pascal’s lesson on brevity 
conveyed in a letter apologising for 
its length because he did not have 
time to shorten it.  

Daintree absolutely nails the 
Renaissance: ‘The Renaissance as a 
movement undoubtedly endowed 
the world with great gifts, but it 
was also a triumph of spin… It 
utterly rejected as worthless almost 
every key component of medieval 
culture and coined the term Middle 
Ages to cover that whole period 
between the classical world and its 
own time.’  

He does not, however, 
extend a similar severity to the 
Enlightenment which if anything 
was more self-serving in spinning 
the notion that all was darkness 
before the encyclopaedists, Diderot, 
D’Alembert et Cie, put together 
their volumes, only to be eclipsed 
by the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 

scissor-and-pasted together by 
the Edinburgh printer-publisher 
William Smellie.   

Daintree writes that 
Enlightenment thinking probed 
into virtually untrodden territory 
and changed the disposition of 
human thinking.

 ‘With the Enlightenment 
emerged a powerful new idea 
that Mankind could advance in 
this world unaided by the divine 
(if such a force even existed), by 
the force of its own intellect, and 
that nations could actually make 
progress towards a better future.  
Heaven was no longer a spiritual 
and celestial goal only; human 
advancement – perhaps even 
human perfection – were attainable 
in this life. if not in our generation 
then as a consequence of the march 
of progress.’

To describe this as powerful 
idea may be fair enough but to call 
it new is to forget Pelagius (360-
420AD) who taught that salvation 
can be achieved by the exercise of 
human powers and was condemned 
as a heretic.    

Here the refuge of the scoundrel, 
patriotism, raises its head. Daintree 
makes no mention of the Scottish 
Enlightenment which is like 
writing a treatise on booze without 
referring to single-malt whisky.  

David Hume and A Treatise on 
Human Nature should have rated 
at least a footnote.  So, too, should 
Adam Smith and The Wealth of 

Soul of the West: Christianity and 
the Great Tradition 

By David Daintree Connor Court 
Publishing, pb rrp $22.95.
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Nations which highly paid politicians 
and consultants still make their 
bedtime reading so that they can 
wake up in the morning, saying: 
‘Crisis? Leave it to the Market.’ 

This is not to denigrate 
Daintree’s footnotes; they are 
the kind which provoke as much 
meditation as the main text, 
e,g., ‘Some readers will object 
that Buddhism is an atheistic 
movement of ancient pedigree, 
but the atheism of Buddhism 
is somewhat equivocal. Some 
branches such as Tibetan 
Buddhism are theistic.  Buddhism 
is by no means a materialistic 
belief, and in that respect it 
is utterly different to Western 
philosophical atheism.’ 

His footnote on Amnesty 
International informed your 
reviewer on its founder: ‘Peter 
Benenson (1921-2005) was born a 
Jew and later converted to Catholic 
Christianity. Before his death he 
was partly reconciled to Amnesty 
International though differences 
had emerged over issues such as 
abortion.’

Daintree’s chapter epigraphs have 
an equivalent value; they range from 
Edmund Burke to John Lennon. 

In the text there is GK 
Chesterton, the Aquinas of Fleet 
Street, who wrote: ‘Ideas are 
dangerous, but the man to whom 
they are least dangerous is the man 
of ideas.  He is acquainted with 
ideas and moves among them like 

a lion-tamer.  Ideas are dangerous, 
but the man to whom they are most 
dangerous is the man of no ideas. 
The man of no ideas will find the 
first fly to his head like wine to the 
head of a teetotaller.’

The godfather of his monograph, 
Daintree makes clear, is the great 
historian Christopher Dawson 
(whose work The Making of Europe 
is regularly quoted in Annals 
Australasia).    

Assessing the Inquisition, 
Daintree mentions that some people 
preferred to appear before it, 
without elaborating on the reason: 
the inquisition’s concern was truth.

Even back then, English 
Common Law had begun its 
evolution to its present adversarial 
status which does not always serve 
truth or convict the guilty.  Again it 
would have been worth mentioning 
the most trenchant critic of English 
Common Law, Evan Whitton whose 
work has been published in China. 

In relation to the West’s greatest 
challenge, Islamism, Daintree’s 
close focus means he can refer to 
the Crusades, mainly their excesses, 
while neglecting the context of the 
long offensive that preceded them; 
the Muslims defeated at Poitiers by 
Charles Martel in 732 AD were not 
on a picnic. 

Necessarily Daintree’s close focus 
also cuts out reference to Islam’s 
eastern conquests specifically in 
India; these have had the long term 
result of leaving the subcontinent 
divided mainly along Hindu and 
Muslim borders.     

Daintree’s work is a stand-
alone teaching aid that should be 
used in every senior classroom and 
possibly at higher levels where what 
might be called ‘remedial history’ 
is a necessary addition to ‘remedial 
English’. 

Proof?  The monograph inspired 
all addenda and comments; it could 
also be the core of a longer work; it 
is in the best sense a primer, a work 
designed to stimulate a desire to 
learn more.

ian macdonald is the pen-name of a well-known 
Sydney journalist.

Newman and  
Charles Kingsley

HE HAD a frigidly ironical way of discouraging indiscreet  
questions. ‘ Serious complications in Rome, Father ?’ a 

Member of Parliament once asked him, wishing to surprise him 
into some admission as to the Roman  Question. ‘ Yes, and in 
China,’ answered Newman in  the most tranquil tone.   Apart 
from these special cases his  manner was full of that good grace 
which had formerly  fascinated the members of the Oriel Common 
Room.  Even his opponents, when they had occasion to visit 
him,  were well received. One of them declared on leaving  him 
‘ that he had passed, in his company, one of the  most delightful 
hours of his life.’   The truth was that,  although for the moment 
he was most keenly sensitive to  wounds, and although at times, 
under the pressure of  certain attacks, he retorted with deadly 
effect as, for  instance, in his reply to the outrageous accusations 
of Kingsley, which grew into the Apologia nevertheless,  nothing 
was more foreign to his nature than long-cherished resentments. 
When, in January, 1875, he heard  of Kingsley’s death, he wrote 
:   ‘ The death of Mr. Kingsley, so premature, shocked  me. I never 
from the first have felt any anger towards  him  . . . Much less 
could I feel any resentment against  him when he was accidentally 
the instrument, in the good  Providence of God, by whom I had an 
opportunity given  me of vindicating my character and conduct. I 
heard,  too, a few years back, from a friend that he chanced to go  
into Chester Cathedral, and found Mr. Kingsley preaching  about 
me kindly, and it has rejoiced me to observe lately  that he was, it 
seemed to me, in his views generally nearing the Catholic view. I 
have always hoped that, by  good luck, I might meet him, feeling 
sure that  would be no embarrassment on my part, and I said 
Mass  for his soul as soon as I heard of his death.’

– Paul Thureau-Dangin, The English Catholic Revival in the Nineteenth Century,  
Vol. 2, pp.348-349.  
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In announcing the Extraordinary Year of Mercy in 2016, Pope Francis wants 
the whole world to be what Lourdes is - a sign of contradiction. In a world 
obsessed with politics and money, Lourdes responds to its dehumanisation 

and pain with compassion and respect for each person who comes.

LOURDES
AND THE SPIRITUAL ECOLOGY OF THE 21ST CENTURY

By Wanda Skowronska

O M E  W H O 
travel to Lourdes 
complain about the 
commercia l isat ion 
at this Shrine which  
is often the f irst 
impression for many 

who go there. Without doubt there 
are countless shops, street after 
street, kilometres of kitsch, going in 
every direction around the beautiful 
church at Massabeille,  near where 
Saint Bernadette saw the Virgin 
eighteen times in 
1854. 

But look on the 
good side -  if one 
were unemployed in 
France,  one could 
well go to Lourdes 
and find some kind 
of job there, as 
many young French, 
Italian and African 
girls have found. 

Behind the 
commercialisation, 
however, there is a 
second impression – 
quieter, deeper and 
more intense than 
the glitz. It is the 
continual stream of 
arrivals in Lourdes 
of those who suffer, 
who come with their burdens 
of pain  - whether it is more 
visible physical pain or intangible 
psychological and spiritual pain -  
to this place of peace and hope, a 

refuge in the terrible times in which 
we live for those who ‘seek the 
mountain of the Lord’.  

It is here that those who suffer 
- physically, psychologically and 
spiritually – are accorded the 
highest place and where those who 
are helpers feel it an honour to 
serve them. Here the words of the 
Magnificat take visible form, and 
the lowly are raised.  This is the 
microcosm of the  ‘field hospital,’ as 
Pope Francis described our current 

world, and here the crowds come 
silently, streaming to the rocky cave 
where the Virgin appeared, to the 
churches and chapels, seeking inner 
solace. 

How enduringly relevant this 
oasis of mercy is, in the light of 
the past century’s conflicts, social 
degeneration, killing fields and 
trauma. In announcing the coming 
Extraordinary year of Mercy in 
2016, Pope Francis wants the 
whole world to be what Lourdes 
is - a sign of contradiction. In a 
world obsessed with politics and 
money, Lourdes responds to its 
dehumanisation and pain with 
compassion and respect for each 

person who comes. 
This oasis of mercy 

is reflected beyond 
Lourdes in Catholic 
hospitals, hospices, 
nursing stations 
and allied services 
everywhere for the 
Catholic Church is 
the largest provider of 
health care services in 
the world. 

Lourdes itself 
shows the social and 
spiritual ecology that 
should be in every city 
and town – a world set 
aright – the sense of 
Caritas Christi arising 
from the central 
location of volunteer, 
medical and pilgrim 

centres, the long processions of 
priests through whom comes the 
healing of the sacraments - and 
finally a sense of ineffable joy which 
permeates the place. 

CaTholiC life

‘A different vision of what it means to be human”
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There are many Masses going 
on at any one time in Lourdes and 
I happened to find myself at the 
International Mass in the so-called  
underground church there (which 
literally is  in a huge, cavernous, 
underground church) which held 
5,000 people the day I went, but 
could easily hold many more.  

There was a long procession 
of eighty priests who were to 
concelebrate Mass, several bishops 
and acolytes. The Bishop of 
Arras said the Mass facing 100 

disabled people in the large blue 
comfortable wheelchairs that we 
often see in Lourdes, lined up in 
rows close to the altar. They had the 
best view of the liturgy.  Volunteers 
in white dresses and distinctive 
caps with white veils surrounded 
and served them in a way that aims 
to make them feel like true royalty 
here. Every fuss and care is taken 
with them. 

Not only do these adult helpers 
tend to every need but there are 
also younger teenage ‘helpers in 

training’, also in white dresses and 
caps, assisting the older ones, some 
of whom wear badges indicating 
they are seasoned visitors to 
Lourdes. After the teenage helpers 
come out, an even younger league 
of helpers – called the ‘Niños di 
Agua’ or ‘Water Children’ also 
come out – girls about 7-8 year 
old, in similar white dresses and 
white veils. I watched them go to 
each disabled person offering them 
water. And behind them came even 
smaller tiny-tot helpers, 4-5 year 
olds, also in also in white dresses 
and caps who assisted their teenage 
supervisors by holding up a rubbish 
bag for any discarded bottles.  

These ‘Niños di Agua,’ the 
children volunteers, are clearly 
trained to be very focused on their 
task. They walk out like the most 
serious commandos in some special 
helping force, the Army of Mercy, 
sent straight from heaven. They 
know exactly what to do and then, 
when the task is over, walk out with 
great dignity. 

What struck me was that there 
were no creaks in  the organisation 
of this activity and these white 
angels just ‘flew’  all over the place 
helping anyone who needed it. The 
people in wheel chairs appreciated 
their presence. It was like seeing in 
reality what you wish for in your 
dreams - a world where the needs 
of the vulnerable and sick are dealt 
with as soon as possible - a world 
where everything seems ‘right’ and 
has, as its foundations, the love of 
Christ.  

The Mass proceeded with some 
parts sung in Latin, some in English, 
some in Spanish, Italian and French. 
The sermon was translated into 
several languages on huge mounted 
screens. There were petitions from 
all over the world also in several 
languages. Banners indicated groups 
of Italians, Poles, Spaniards, Irish, 
Portuguese, Chinese, Australians 
and notably large groups of 
African, Filipino and Indian 
Catholics,  reflecting the changing 
demographics of the church. 

The underground church is 
shaped like an enormous upside 
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down boat – clearly shown by the 
naval architecture at the top. All 
around large effigies of the saints 
look down on those present, among 
them Saint Mary of the Cross.  

The procession at the end of 
Mass with its endless groups, long 
rows of white helpers, acolytes, 
priests and some bishops suggested 
a throng of faithful entering the 
gates of Heaven, giving the light 
of future hope for all who had 
mourned or suffered on earth. 
Behind the snapping iphone 
cameras lies a recognition that in 
Lourdes, something is so incredibly 
right. 

Lourdes is a living example of 
spiritual ecology in its true and 
highest meaning, as Pope Francis 
has called for in his recently 
encyclical Laudato Si’. Here the 
greatest and the learned could not 
have effected what an asthmatic 
young girl who saw Our Lady 
effected, a sickly girl who went on 
from Lourdes to Nevers to live her 
quiet life as a  sister in the convent 
of St Gildard,  who continued to 
be sick, and died a slow, agonising 
death from tuberculosis aged 35 
- without any modern-day pain 
killers. 

It happened thus because God 
wanted to radiate His strength 
through St Bernadette’s suffering 
– to show us life, sorrow and love 
in their ultimate dimensions.  The 
saint, though sick, used to comfort 
others in the Infirmary in Nevers, 
even if she could do nothing more 
than ‘be there’, smile and pray. 

And so, when you see the 
crowds milling in from all corners 
of the world into Lourdes, where  
helpers surround the vulnerable 
with authentic and gracious 
welcome, then you know you have 
left the tempo of the world, and are 
seeing a different vision of what it 
means to be human ... 

wanda  skowronska is a registered psychologist 
who works as a counsellor in inner city schools 
in Sydney. She has recently been awarded a PhD 
in Psychology/Theology at Melbourne’s John-
Paul II Institute. She has done voluntary work 
for the Catholic pro life organisation Family Life 
International, and is a regular contributor to Annals.
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MEDIA MATTERS
By James murray

Way ahead

And a happy New Year.  Or at least one 
on the lines of the ironic Chinese wish: may 
you live in interesting times.  How can the 
New Year fail to be interesting with a federal 
election pending in which the main party 
leaders will seek advantage in not being their 
respective predecessors? 

Incumbent PM Malcolm Turnbull will 
continue to show he is not Tony Abbott; the 
incumbent opposition leader Bill Shorten, a 
tricker task, will try to show that he is not 
the Rudd-Gillard-Rudd Hydra he helped to 
create.  

In other words, Turnbull and Shorten 
have something in common: both came to 
power on the wayward bus named Coup.  
Turnbull’s grin is still a winner’s.  But does 
he risk grinning himself out of existence like 
the Cheshire cat?  

Not as long as he avoids joining the ace 
headliner, Bandana Pete FitzSimons, the 
Pirate of Pyrmont, in the republican scrum 
or lining up with the Marriage Equality push.  

As for the EO – the Easy Option (alias the 
GST), if Turnbull goes with that he gives 
Shorten a winning chance.  

P & K        

In the upcoming poll, the truism elections 
are lost not won is likely to be affected by 
pot and kettle politicking drawing on three 
contentious documents. 

The first , in order of calibre, is Royal 
Commissioner Dyson Hayden’s trade union 
corruption report, hot from the printer, 
complete with sealed section and pejorative 
language.

The second is David Murray’s report on 
the financial system which shows he used a 
gentler thesaurus than Hayden. 

Amplification of Murray may come from a 
Senate Committee probe into the spectrum 
of corporate-crime sanctions which devolve 
to the blunt questions: are white-collar 

criminals treated differently from the blue-
collar sort?  Are bank investment urgers 
deemed less culpable than union stand-over 
men? 

If so, why so?  And is it an Australian 
custom?  In the penal colony, forgers fared 
better than footpads.    

Both Hayden and Murray adduce evidence 
of factors common to unions and business: 
the bigger the organisation the bigger the 
malfeasance and top bosses tend to claim 
ignorance.

The third document is the $33 million 
advertising budget for the innovation 
programme.  Had Christopher Pyne been 
able to deploy such a sum in his previous 
portfolio, education, it would have gone some 
way to fostering innovation where it counts. 

Surprisingly Pyne has so far failed to 
point out a cost reduction through using 
butcher-paper left over from the Kevin Rudd 
new ideas summit.  And wasn’t there some 
amazing visual material from an older Labor 
innovations initiative?  

Implicit is that Turnbull is failing to live 
up to his surname.  His $33 million spend 
when he skippers a First, Second and Third 
XI of spinners and has captaincy experience 
at the elite level of the financial game, 
Goldman Sachs, is pure walk on the mild 
side. 

He should talk to Cardinal George Pell, 
Future Fund boss Peter Costello and his own 
Treasurer, Scott Morrison (now there’s an 
ecumenical trio).  All favour cost cutting and 
with it debt. 

ABC CV

New ABC boss Michelle Guthrie’s CV is 
impressive and comes with a gift: a great 4 
Corners show: the who’s who, whys and hows 
of head hunting.  

In the interests of the transparency the 
ABC urges on others, but does not always 
practice, the new 4 Corners anchor Sarah 
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Ferguson would ensure the show was not a 
once over lightly.

The prestigious head hunter Egon Zender, 
who brought Guthrie to a salary that puts 
her ahead of the Prime Minister and the 
Leader of the Opposition combined, would 
surely want to reveal its magic.     

Guthrie herself would wish to speak as 
would the ABC chairman James Spigelman 
and his favoured candidate Kim Williams.  
The latter might have something cogent 
to say on the extent to which head hunter 
guidelines select the candidate. 

The low priority given to news experience 
obviously favoured Guthrie over Williams 
though from all accounts his news 
experience came from what might be called 
the osmosis of conflict.

As a pendant, the death of Brian Johns 
indicated that the old political patronage 
system did have its successes.  In his career, 
Johns illustrated the wisdom of the French 
saying that you can go anywhere from 
journalism – if you leave early enough. 

Wayne Van

As an overture to the resumption of 
Federal Parliament (from a mediaeval rather 
than 21st Century break), it is impossible to 
ignore the long piece by Peter Van Onselen 
and Wayne Errington (originally Griffith 
Review, edited into The Australian).

The authors focus on the main 
bedevilment of modern politics. ‘In 
Australia, the major parties are dominated 
by careerists, for whom election is the 
goal rather than the means of achieving 
goals. Retaining power has become more 
important than using incumbency to achieve 
goals.’

The political class is not their sole focus: 
‘A threshold was passed in the 1990s when 
the number of journalists working for the 
government surpassed the number working 
for newspapers.’

Among reform suggestions they offer, 
the shrewdest is the need for oversight of 
staffers, as distinct from public servants.  
They make no comment on political advising 
as a career move enabling a star return to 
media, a conjunction going back to Gough 
Whitlam, the Great, the Good.       

In their next joint piece can the authors 
resist discussing where Canberra stands in 

relation to research that shows women keep 
their boyfriends and husbands away from 
other fertile women?  

Generation M   

Nice to hear the PM Malcolm Turnbull 
use the dictum, ‘Demography is destiny’.  
It would have been even nicer to hear him 
give credit to an earlier user, Peter Costello 
– something along the lines of, ‘my former 
colleague who would’ve been sitting 
where I’m sitting had he not, inexplicably, 
performed a coup on himself ’.  

As it was, Turnbull appeared to use the 
term in relation to China as if it meant 
absolute numbers.  Not so, demography 
covers the generational mix and there China 
suffers, as does Australia, not simply from 
ageing but from lack of rejuvenating births. 

As noted in the Christmas issue, China 
has rescinded its one-child policy.  Time 
for a royal commission on the covert 
introduction of the social revolutionary 
Birth Pill on the watch of arch-conservative 
Robert Gordon Menzies?  

Pearson’s choice 

Indigenous leader Noel Pearson 
reportedly regrets not having entered 
Parliament.  He should forget regret.  He 
has achieved more outside Parliament than a 
faction of MPs.  In a republic with a people’s 
franchise he could be a candidate for 
President. Too much?  Okay vice-president, a 
ticket to ride as next president.    

Rudd redux 

Everyone is entitled to try for a comeback.  
That said, former PM squared, Kevin Rudd 
will be on a high-wire without a safety net 
if he nominates for the position of United 
Nations Secretary General.

Moreover he will spear Malcolm 
Turnbull and Bill Shorten on the horns 
of dilemma; does the former set aside the 
Rudd shortcomings; does the latter support 
the candidature of the leader he helped to 
topple and helped to restore? 

No problem; former New Zealand 
Prime Minister Helen Clark supported by 
Tony Abbott but not by Julie Bishop, is 
the preferable candidate; she has already 
involved herself actively inside the UN 
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rather than demonstrating Olympic-class 
verbal calisthenics outside.  

Australia should support her, otherwise 
ANZAC is a dead acronym and chauvinism is 
alive and well and living in Canberra.

Good oil 

Anyone who has visited the United States 
knows that its citizens can mix the finest 
hospitality with ignorance of where visitors 
are from.  There are, of course, exceptions; 
one relates to what is effectively the world’s 
most liquid currency: oil.

About oil. Americans are omniscient.  So 
when the PM Malcolm Turnbull spoke 
in Washington of the rule of law, there 
would’ve been those who linked his speech to 
Australia’s stand on the oil (and gas) beneath 
the seas it shares with Timor L’Esté.

Its stand, it must be said, scarcely accords 
with the altruism of those who put themselves 
in harm’s way to bring about Timor L’Esté’s 
independence.  Through a boundary 
gerrymander, Australia has contrived to get 
much the bigger share of the estimated 
$40-$100 billion of undersea resources.

Okay, fuel is essential for the No 1 
Commonwealth car and the PM’s favourite 
bus.  But surely Timor L’Esté has the right 
of appeal?  It has exercised that right.  The 
snag is that Australia has withdrawn from 
UNCLOS (United Nations Convention of the 
Law of the Sea) which would favour a midway 
boundary, standard under international law. 

The intransigence of Australia, a wealthy 
nation in contention with a poor nation 
whose people allied themselves to Australian 
forces during World War II is integral to 
a bi-partisan evolution which stretched to 
the bugging of Timorese deliberations, and 
earned a censure from the International Court 
of Justice.  

Per ardua Abbott 

Ex-PM Tony Abbott, having consulted 
widely, decided to stay in politics (Vide issue 
8/2015).  If he is seeking a cause to emphasise 
his character, its name is Timor L’Esté.

He can fight to right the wrong where it 
counts, the Parliament, lauded by another 
ex-PM, Paul Keating, in a style tinctured with 
regret that he resigned rather than go for a 

return bout against John Howard, winner 
take the future. 

Military opera

Your correspondent, looking ahead to 
next year’s Australia Day and Australian of 
the Year award, thought of making several 
modest proposals. 

The award should be of gold or silver and 
not something that looks as if it were made 
from green bottles found hanging on a wall. 

No need to mention the Post Office and 
the Commonwealth Bank sponsorship.  It 
suggests the Government is so skint it can’t 
afford staging costs.  If business enterprises 
are to be sponsors, why not Kraft, American 
owners of Vegemite, symbol of the Austral-
American alliance? 

The award should be for civilians; the 
armed forces deservedly have their own 
honours system, second to none.

And then boom! The event went into an 
implosive reductio ad absurdum beyond the 
ken of Gerald Thomas creator of the Carry 
On franchise, the first Carry On Sergeant 
(1959) being about a mob of comedians 
defying military good order and discipline. 

Could the implosion have been prevented?  
There was an early warning in the duel 
between the former Lieutenant-Colonel 
Malcolm McGregor (who prefers ‘Catherine’ 
or ‘Cate’ in consonance with his transgender 
status) and a fellow officer, Major Bernard 
Gaynor Sr, who had a differing opinion on 
nomenclature and biology.

Gaynor Sr, in a fine paternal gesture, 
gifted $25,000 of compensation to his 
son Major Bernard Gaynor Jr who has an 
ongoing action with senior officers despite 
a Federal Court decision that his dismissal 
from the service in a context similar to his 
father’s duel, was wrongful.   

In reportage Major Gaynor Sr is referred 
to as a ‘traditional Catholic’.  Is there any 
other kind?  A Catholic without tradition is 
like a military unit without ésprit de corps.

Your correspondent writes as a civilian.  
He confesses to an unworthy wish: sight 
of the cable traffic of Military Attachés at 
Canberra’s foreign embassies.

© Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2016.
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Public discussion of defence in Australia is negligible in extent or depth. Even Parliament 
will virtually ignore a defence White Paper with rarely more than two or three 

members speaking upon a formal motion to table the document. Apart from the reality 
that most MPs have little or no interest in defence, governments are not keen to have 

their defence policies and their implementation subject to Parliamentary scrutiny.

NOT ANOTHER DEFENCE ‘WHITE PAPER’!
by Michael O’Connor

HE AUSTRALIAN 
D e f e n c e 
D e p a r t m e n t  i s 
in the process of 
p r o d u c i n g  y e t 
a n o t h e r  Wh i t e 
Paper on defence 

policy, one to be endorsed by our 
la test  temporary government . 
White Papers by definition are 
statements of government policy 
that theoretically will commit the 
present and future governments to 
their implementation over periods 
measured in decades rather than 
years or electoral cycles. 

By my count, this will be the 
seventh to be published since 1976; 
none have ever been implemented 
in full or in a timely way. Other 
basic policy documents and 
discussion papers have also been 
published with negligible impact 
on governments, much less on the 
community.  

In that time, Australia has had 
four governments of different 
parties led by nine prime ministers 
but such public discussion of 
defence as has ensued has been 
limited largely to big ticket 
equipment items such as warships 
and fighter aircraft, and where they 
are to be built.

The promised White Paper is 
going through an extended gestation 
period. It has had to run the gauntlet 
not only of four prime ministers 
and a similar number of defence 
ministers, all of whom must devote 
much time and study to work out 

the difference between such esoteric 
items as F-35 fighter aircraft and 
submarines (what can they do, what 
will the media say if anything, how 
much will they cost and what are the 
political consequences). Then too, 
over the period numbers of senior 
officers involved in the compilation 
of the document will retire and their 
replacements must also catch up with 
what has been happening. 

Many of these will have their own 
ideas and pet projects that must be 
sold to the civilian bureaucracies, 
also with their own ideas and what 
they consider to be “politically 
possible”. The end result will be 
a document that is a welter of 

compromises and, as a result, 
usually lacking in coherence and 
commitment.

Public discussion of defence in 
Australia is negligible in extent or 
depth. Even Parliament will virtually 
ignore a defence White Paper with 
rarely more than two or three 
members speaking upon a formal 
motion to table the document. 
Apart from the reality that most 
MPs have little or no interest in 
defence, governments are not keen 
to have their defence policies and 
their implementation subject to 
Parliamentary scrutiny. If pushed 
privately, they will argue that defence 
is an executive function, not subject 
to Parliament except through the 
Budget process. 

An important part of former 
White Papers is the discussion of 
what passes for a defence strategy. 
This tends to be an unclassified 
outline of actual friends – mainly 
the United States and New 
Zealand - and potential enemies. 
Because it is a public document, 
the latter discussion is bland in 
the extreme but China at least still 
manages to take public umbrage. 
The forthcoming document will 
presumably contain some reference 
to Islamism and its threat to the 
West. 

The problem for the authors and 
ministers who must endorse the 
document is that potential threats 
and their sources, the enemies, 
are not necessarily apparent at the 
time of writing. Thus, for example, 

naTional seCuriTy

Avoid Both

THERE ARE two kinds of 
peacemakers in the modern 

world; and they are both, though 
in various ways, a nuisance. 
The first peacemaker is the 
man who goes about saying 
that he agrees with everybody. 
He confuses everybody. The 
second peacemaker is the man 
who goes about saying that 
everybody agrees with him. He 
enrages everybody. Between 
the two of them they produce 
a hundred times more disputes 
and distractions than we poor 
pugnacious people would ever 
have thought of in our lives.

— Gilbert Keith Chesterton, Illustrated 
London News, March 3, 1906
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the emergence of Islamic State 
(or Da’esh) was not predicted 
by anybody yet it has dominated 
the active operations of the 
Australian Defence Force since 
its emergence, albeit on a very 
limited but nonetheless expensive 
scale. Afghanistan never figured as 
a potential enemy yet elements of 
the ADF have been committed to 
operations there since 2002. For 
a White Paper analysis that looks 
ahead for two decades or more, the 
task is well nigh impossible.

For a nation that has never 
sought conflict except to restore 
peace, attempting to categorise 
friends, enemies and neutrals 
amounts to little more than 
educated guesswork in a volatile 
world and is, therefore, a poor 
guide to a national security strategy. 

I have argued for more years 
than I care to count that the 
first step in designing a defence 
strategy should be a clear and 
public identification of our national 
security interests. 

As a 19th century British 
statesman, Lord Castlereagh, once 
pointed out: “A nation has neither 
permanent friends nor permanent 
enemies, only permanent interests”. 
Public perceptions of those interests 
will vary but some basic ones 
are obvious: territorial integrity; 
the security of overseas trade and 
communications; and support for 
allies especially those whose own 
security impacts upon ours. 

Australia’s military history 
suggests that an overarching 
interest has always been to restore 
peace where it has broken down. 
Morally, it’s a proud tradition and 
one that we should acknowledge. 

What is needed is a national 
conversation limited to the subject 
of our vital interests, perhaps as 
part of a Green Paper, a public 
discussion paper. A defence 
Green Paper was published 
around the turn of the century 
but failed in its purpose through 
political indifference and Defence 
Department hostility. The Defence 
machine does not like to be second-
guessed by citizens.

There are many dimensions 
to the broad concept of national 
security but the White Paper 
should focus upon the military 
aspect. Other departments 
will deal with, for example, 
transnational crime, quarantine, 
bio-security and others but may 
involve the military in support 
as, for example, border security 
or disaster relief at home and 
overseas.

One of the risks we face in the 
absence of such a public debate 
is the sometimes-worthy tendency 
to pursue idealistic objectives 
without enough consideration 
of the potential for success. As I 
have argued in these pages in the 
past, Australia’s commitment to 
operations against the Taliban in 
Afghanistan and Da’esh in Iraq and 
Syria is partly out of solidarity with 
our critical ally, the United States, 
and partly from humanitarian 
motives. 

In the past, commitments to 
United Nations peacekeeping 
operations were idealistic, costly 
and largely, apart from East 
Timor, futile because of the sheer 
incompetence of the United 
Nations Organisation. In that latter 
case, success was essentially due 
to Australia’s dominant role and 
Indonesia’s general acceptance of 
the process.

As I write, there is debate about 
whether Australia should join 
with the United States in a naval 
and air force assertion of the right 
of innocent passage through the 
South China Sea, sovereignty over 
which is claimed by China. 

Australia must do this because 
that right of innocent passage is 
more important to Australia and 
especially the overseas trade upon 
which we are critically dependent 
than perhaps to the United States. 
It is in our region and the Chinese 
claim impacts upon our regional 
allies and trading partners who 
have counter-claims subject to 
international adjudication.

Defining our interests upon a 
realistic rather than idealistic basis 
sends important signals to friends 

and potential enemies. It also goes 
far to define what sort of defence 
capability we should have. From 
that point, we can count the cost 
with more precision. Instead, our 
actual practice has been first to 
define a cost – currently two per 
cent of Gross Domestic Product – 
and work out what we can do with 
it. 

In fact, the long-standing 
commitment to two per cent of 
GDP annually has never been met 
since the 1980s when our GDP 
was much less than it is today. 
Nor has there been any serious 
discussion of whether such a sum 
is adequate. In effect Australian 
practice is to turn defence 
planning on its head.

Clearly Australian security 
depends heavily upon the United 
States. There are many aspects 
to the relationship including 
intelligence sharing, cross-training, 
access to bases, joint exercises 
and, of course, the ability to 
purchase high-capability American 
equipment that gives the ADF an 
operational edge. Without those 
factors, Australia’s capability would 
be on a par with a very poor Third 
World country. 

As has been the case for many 
years, there are still those who 
advocate some degree of distance 
between ourselves and the US, 
even a lurch towards a closer 
defence relationship with China. 
This is supposed to be in the cause 
of national independence with one 
senior government adviser having 
asserted that Australia can be self-
sufficient in time of threat.

Australia can never be self-
sufficient in political, economic 
or military terms; nor should 
we pretend otherwise. A frank 
consideration of our fundamental 
security interests will drive home 
that lesson and maybe lead to 
a more realistic and mature 
approach to national security. Let’s 
see what the new White Paper 
offers. But don’t be too optimistic.

michael o’connor is a former patrol officer in 
Papua New Guinea. He also served in the Royal 
Australian Navy as an intelligence officer.
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MoViesThe Big Short

Director Adam McKay and his 
co-writer Charles Randolph tackle 
a subject of extreme difficulty: 
the Global Financial Crisis.  Even 
with hindsight they do not totally 
succeed in clarification. There again 
those who participated are still 
so bemused that they continue to 
experiment.

In what is a bleak comedy, 
McKay uses any number of 
cinematic devices to get data across 
and deploys a superlative cast.  It 
includes Ryan Gosling as a trader 
Jarred Vennett (who narrates), 
Christian Bale as Michael Burry, a 
manic investment whizz and Steve 
Carrell as Mark Baum, a banker who 
sees through the shenanigans but 
can’t stop the runaway gravy train.      

McKay does balance his comedy 
with sequences showing that, as 
always, the shock absorbers of crisis 
are the working and unemployed 
poor. 

End captions make the scale of 
the GFC clear though Australia 
does not rate mention.  Nor does a 
solution.  Is one possible when key 
players such as Goldman Sachs are 
still in the game and the referees 
Standard & Poor still preside? 

Perhaps because it’s too obvious, 
McKay does not make use of a key 
text: ‘The love of money is the root 
of all evil.’

MHHHNFFV.

Creed

The credited director is Ryan 
Coogler but Sylvester (Sly) Stallone 
keeps a firm grip on this sequel to 
the well-matured Rocky franchise.  
Again he plays Rocky Balboa, but 
a Rocky content with his memories 
and his restaurant until he is lured 
back to the fight-game by Adonis 
Creed (Michael B Jordan) son of 
Apollo, his old world heavyweight 
opponent.

Outcome: Balboa’s road is always 
rocky but its end is always sweet 
with yet another sequel to come.         

MHHHNFFV. 

The Winter’s Tale

The first production of the 
Kenneth Branagh Theatre Company 
has been filmed at the Garrick 
Theatre for transmission to cinemas 
worldwide.

As co-directed by Branagh 
and Rob Ashford it surpasses 
similar National Theatre Company 
productions by focusing strictly on 
the play.

Branagh’s performance as King 
Leontes sets a high mark.  His 
company, including Judi Dench as 
Paulina, rises to it.  

Scholars account The Winter’s Tale 
to be Shakespeare’s most Catholic 
coded play. Yet Branagh and Ashford 
merely contrive to include players 
making what appears to be a half-
sign of the cross.  

Incidentally the Bell Shakespeare 
Company has not followed the 
movie fashion because its founder 
John Bell maintains that each stage 
production is an unrepeatable 
one-off.

TBAHHHSFFV.

The Importance of  
Being Earnest

Another filmed stage play in 
which David (Poirot) Suchet is cast 
as Lady Bracknell to add star lustre 
to a relatively unknown company 
which includes Emily Barber and 
Imogen Doel as the heiresses 
Gwendolyn Fairfax and Cecily 
Cardew. 

Opposite them are Philip Cumbus 
and Michael Benz as Algernon 
Moncrieff and John Worthing, 
the suitors who have taken false 
identities involving the name 
Earnest. 

Under Adrian Noble’s direction, 
Suchet fails like the Charge of the 
Light Brigade, that is, magnificently.

Oscar Wilde did write the part 
for a great actress and Suchet has 
to contend with memories of Dame 
Edith Evans and of all the actors 
who have played the title role in 
Charlie’s Aunt by Brandon Thomas.

Be warned it’s a three-act work 
with two intervals.  But the Sydney 
preview audience laughed louder 
than the filmed audience at the 
Vaudeville Theatre, London.    

TBAHHHSFFV.

The Fifth Wave 

In the wake of menacing alien 
attacks, Cassie Sullivan (Chloe 
Grace Moretz) runs for her life and 
that of her brother Sammy (Zackary 
Arthur), recruited as a boy soldier, 
ostensibly to fight the aliens who 
are not amiable Extra-Terrestrials 
wanting to phone home but 
murderous look-alike humans.

On her run Cassie faces the 
challenge of distinguishing which 
is which in the person of Ben 
(Nick Robinson) and Oliver (Ron 
Livingston).

By James Murray

The Other Option: A Sane 
Immigration Policy

EDUCATION of new immigrants as to what the American 
system is and how it works would appear to be the key, 

but who would handle that? With the educational system as it 
exists, enraptured with the doctrines of multiculturalism, the cure 
would be worse than the disease. It may in the end merely be 
a matter of muddling through, of using law enforcement and 
social pressure to hold the fort while the new immigrant masses 
ever so slowly adapt themselves to this country (or, rather, their 
children and grandchildren do). It doesn’t seem like much, but 
it may be the best we can hope for. Of course, we could always 
return to a sane immigration policy. I have yet to hear what 
would be wrong with that. 

– The Coming Great Divide in American Political Culture,  
 J.R. Dunn, American Thinker, May 15, 2007. 
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As Sergeant Reznik, whose 
weapon is an automatic syringe, 
Maria Bello, cast against type, gives 
an outstanding performance.  Liev 
Schreiber as Colonel Vosch matches 
her intensity. 

Director J Blakeson and 
scriptwriters Susannah Grant, Akiva 
Goldsman and Jeff Pinkner create a 
movie that rises above genre clichés 
and has parable undertones of a 
menace from the east not space.

The movie, based on Rick 
Yancey’s trilogy, has a climax but 
not an ending. Surprise, a franchise.  

MHHHNFFV.

Star Wars:  
The Force Awakens 

The force, and it is the force of 
nostalgia, does not kick in fully 
until the appearance of Harrison 
Ford as Hans Solo, about half a 
bucket of popcorn into the movie. 

Until Ford’s advent, director JJ 
Abrahams has been preoccupied 
setting up a storyline involving 
the totalitarian First Order led by 
Kylo Ren (Adam Driver) versus 
the Resistance led by General Leia 
(Carrie Fisher, now a noted script-
doctor, who should’ve boosted her 
part).

Abrahams and co-writer 
Lawrence Kasdan also had to 
introduce the new franchise 
bearers, wild child Rey (Daisy 
Ridley), fighter pilot Poe Dameron 
(Oscar Isaac) trooper Finn (John 
Boyega) and Supremo Snoke 
(Adam Serkis as well as BB-B, a 
new sidekick for R2-D2 and C-3PO.

Mark Hamill as Luke Skywalker 
enters at the end, and looks like 
Obi Kwan Kenobi (the late Alec 
Guinness), indicating that as the 
franchise rolls on it will continue to 
have a nostalgia spread as strong as 
Nuttella. 

Star Wars creator George Lucas 
has made it known he does not like 
this version. He should complain, 
Disney paid him so much ($4 
billion) for the rights that he could 
set up a company and make another 
fortune from 3-D goggles with ear 
muffs to protect audience from the 
blitz-strength sound track.         

MHHHSFFV,

Joy

Writer/director David O Russell 
has come up with a latter day 
variation on Tolstoy’s remark about 
happy and unhappy families.  In 
Russell’s book families classified as 
dysfunctional can contrive to keep 
working, and win. 

 In his latest comedy, co-writer 
Annie Mumolo assisting, Russell 
takes as his departure point the true 
story of Joy Mangano, a mortgage-
challenged mother of two, not only 
separated from her husband but 
with divorced parents as in-house 
guests.

Enough already. Yet Joy Mangano 
wiped her troubles away by 
inventing a mop and selling millions 
of them on TV after a break given 
by an infomercial producer (Bradley 
Cooper). 

This, however, is no fairy tale. 
Mangano did sell the mops (‘woven 
from 300 continuous feet of cotton’).  
Others took the money and she had 
to fight for what was hers.

Jennifer Lawrence plays Joy 
in such a beguiling style that it is 
impossible to think of any other 
actress in the role. Virginia Madsen 
is Terry, her soapie addicted, Mom, 
Robert De Niro is her grumpy Pop, 
Rudi, who brings an investor played 
by Isabella Rossellini as if she were 
an elegant laundress for mafia 
money.  Edgar Ramirez plays the 

separated husband who comes to 
wish he wasn’t. 

The comedy has a ghostly 
narrator Joy’s grandma Mimi (Diane 
Ladd) and – what the Dickens – is 
framed as a Christmas story with an 
extra in clerical black and a Roman 
collar.  Is Russell – how daring – 
hinting that religious faith can aid 
dysfunctional families?

MHHHSFFV.

Room

Ma (Brie Larsson) lives in a 
single room plus bathroom with 
her five-year-old son Jack (Jacob 
Tremblay).  There’s more to the 
story, however, than the kind of 
accommodation endured by many. It 
quickly becomes clear that for all her 
seemingly carefree engagement with 
her son she is being held against her 
will.  When she has a visitor Jack has 
been taught to hide in a wardrobe. 

Director Lenny Abrahamson, 
working from Emma Donoghue’s 
novel, gives only one clue, a 
sky-light, and draws the tension to 
breaking point as Ma schools Jack 
to behave so that he can take part in 
her escape plan.

William H Macy and Joan Allen 
play Ma’s parents, their roles, given 
their multi-Oscar nominations, are 
underwritten.

 MA15+HHHNFFV.

The Hateful Eight 

From its hammered together 
title through its casual violence and 
sulphurous dialogue to its gory 
climax, writer-director Quentin 
Tarantino’s eighth movie is an 
example of self-indulgence blown to 
the limit like a child’s bubble gum.

In his exercise, Tarantino’s cast 
serve him heroically, above all 
Jennifer Jason Leigh.  She plays 
Daisy, a killer chained to bounty 
hunter John Ruth (Kurt Russell). 

Along their stagecoach route 
they have extended encounters with 
another bounty hunter, ex-Union 
Army Major Marquis Warren 
(Samuel L Jackson) and Chris 
Mannix (Walton Goggins) who 
claims to be a sheriff. 

 At a stopover, they meet Oswaldo 
Mobray (Tim Roth), Bob (Demien 
Bichir) and Joe (Michael Madsen) 
each two-faced.  

Official 
Classifications key

G: for general exhibit ion; 
P G : p a r e n t a l  g u i d a n c e 
r e c o m m e n d e d  f o r 
persons under 15 years ; 
M 15+: recommended for 
mature audiences 15 years and 
over; MA 15+: restrictions apply 
to persons under the age of 15; 
R 18+: Restricted to adults,  
18 years and over.

Annals supplementary 
advice

SFFV: Suitable For Family Viewing; 
NFFV: Not For Family Viewing.
TBA:  classification to be 

announced
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of Fiennes as Harry cavorting in his 
birthday suit.  And he misses out 
on a final ironic twist integral to the 
script’s narrative logic.  He goes for 
happy-ever-after.  But if irony were a 
part of rock-‘n’-roll it would’ve died 
of it long ago.   

TBAHHNFFV.

The Danish Girl

In 1930 Einar Wegener, a Danish 
artist, underwent surgery designed 
to give him the characteristics of 
a woman, Lili Elbe.  Director Tom 
Hooper’s version of the story does 
not ring true because he muffles it 
in modish sentimentality and period 
high fashion. 

Eddie Redmayne as the 
transitioning Wegener does flutter 
while Alicia Vikander as his wife 
Gerda endures. 

As Henrik, another artist and rival 
for Lili’s love, Ben Whishaw sends 
the melodrama up, deliberately or 
inadvertently, by wearing a beret at a 
comical angle.

To his credit Hooper does not 
fudge the risks of futile surgery 
pushed to its limits with a predictable 
result: death.     

MHHHNFFV.   

Dirty Grandpa 

Director Dan Mazer and 
scriptwriter John Phillips try to 
plumb the murk of outrageous farce. 
They succeed with the complicity 
of Robert De Niro as widower Dick 
Kelly and Zac Efron as his lawyer 
grandson, Jason, on a road-trip to 
Florida.

From his opening (intercutting 
Catholic images with smutty 
behaviour), Mazer rakes the clichés 
of muck, pursuing a storyline in 
which grandpa, by displaying his wild 
side, seeks to free grandson from 
conventionality into what looks like 
old-fashioned hippiedom.  

Perhaps the most outrageous 
sequence: a crapulous spoof of 
Beethoven’s Choral Symphony No. 
9.  To be seen only if you want to 
witness Robert (The Mission) De Niro 
turn himself into an old Tom. 

Social note: sports stars who 
behave outrageously are fined, film 
stars who perform similarly are paid 
millions.   

MA15+HHNFFV.

that Inarritu’s movie is set among 
fur-traders.

With his co-scriptwriter Mark 
L Smith, Inarritu inserts a dream 
sequence worthy of John Ford: a 
ruined church and a silently tolling 
bell.

Both directors follow the Ford 
line from The Man who Shot Liberty 
Valance.  Each shoots the legend of 
the west of which Ford, who also 
directed silent movies such as The 
Iron Horse, was a co-creator along 
with the likes of Jim (The Covered 
Wagon) Cruze.  

MA15+HHHHNFFV.

A Bigger Splash

Facetious title for a sunlit yet black 
comedy set in a villa on the volcanic 
island of Pantelleria where the 
rock legend Marianne Lane (Tilda 
Swinton) is enjoying tender loving 
care from her partner Paul (Matthias 
Schoenaerts).

Their idyll is shattered by the 
sudden arrival of Harry (Ralph 
Fiennes), a record producer who 
brought Marianne from the depths to 
stardom.

He continues to feel ownership, a 
feeling that brings him and Paul into 
conflict honed by the presence of 
Harry’s daughter (Dakota Johnson).  

In an unfortunate coincidence, 
performance flashbacks make 
Marianne a look-alike for David 
Bowie who died as the movie was 
going into release. 

Director Luca Guadagnino could 
easily have shortened the running 
time (120 minutes) by cutting shots 

Topping them all, and completing 
the eight of the title, is Bruce Dern 
as the Confederate General Sandford 
Smithers whose dialogue with Major 
Warren goes from curt to ear-plug 
obscenity. 

That’s not quite true.  A late 
entrant, Channing Tatum must be 
considered. To say more would be 
spoil Tarantino’s shameless surprise 
in yet another of his caricature 
rewrites of Dixie history like Django 
Unchained.    

Yet Tarantino does have a 
filmmaker gifts except the one that 
makes for great art: restraint.  His 
costumes are as true to period as 
sepia photographs of the times.  
With his cinematographer Robert 
Richardson he frames an opening 
shot of tremendous power, a wayside 
crucifix draped in snow. 

But he holds the shot too long as 
he does all his shots, making for three 
hours-plus of scabrous schlock (with 
intermission but no sustenance).  To 
an extent Tarantino admits to self-
indulgence, he (with the help of 
his canny producers the Weinstein 
Brothers) has co-released a digital 
version 20 minutes shorter than the 
director’s cut 7mm film version.  

His use of Ennio Morricone 
music indicates the influence of the 
Spaghetti Western.  There’s also 
the Paella Western and the Haggis 
Western.  Where does Tarantino fit 
in this declension?  He makes the 
Chilli Dog Western with Buckets of 
Ketchup. 

 Moreover he is pasticheur, not an 
original, with a total recall of movies 
including John Ford’s that would 
make him skipper of any pub trivial 
pursuit team.  

R18HHHNFFV.   

The Revenant 

Coincidence of release means 
comparison between Tarantino’s 
western and director Alejandro G 
Inarritu’s.  Like Tarantino Inarritu 
elicits heroic performance from his 
cast.  His opening, Indian-attack 
sequence sets his measure of ferocity.  
A later sequence where his star 
Leonardo DiCaprio grapples with 
a grizzly bear is so savage that the 
bear appears to die of exhaustion.  
DiCaprio’s co-star Tom Hardy has 
an equally hairy time, apt to the fact 
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A priest visiting the 
sick in Peru

Through their hands, God’s hand caresses the earth...
Priests and religious are above all the apostles of Divine 
Mercy - and not merely during the extraordinary Year of Mercy 
that Pope Francis has proclaimed for the whole Church. They 
feed the hungry, comfort the grieving, endure injustice. They 
promote reconciliation and absolve the repentant from their 
sins. Day by day, through the works of spiritual and corporal 
mercy, they show people the Face of the Merciful God. ‘They’ 
are the priests and religious of the Catholic Church. Pope 
Francis has proclaimed an Extraordinary Year of Mercy, 
which is intended to be “a time of grace for the Church and 
to help render the witness of the faithful stronger and more 
effective.” It is surely also an occasion to reflect with great 
gratitude on the witness of those who proclaim this Mercy 
with their whole lives.
Throughout the world wherever the Church is poor, persecuted 
or threatened, there are tens of thousands of priests and 
religious daily living the ‘Yes’ they have already given to God.
It is vital that the indispensable work of priests and religious 
in Christ’s Holy Catholic Church and throughout the missions 
worldwide continues. The Catholic charity Aid to the Church 
in Need (ACN) is proud to help them in their efforts to make 
the world a better place. The average grant ACN gives to 
support priests and religious is between $200 - $500 but 
whatever you can afford will be enormously appreciated. 
ACN forwards the donations directly to the religious superiors 
in charge of the religious communities and congregations.
A complimentary Year of Mercy rosary designed by the 
Vatican rosary makers and blessed by Pope Francis will be 
sent out to all those who give a donation of $15.00 or more 
to support this cause and tick the box below.

Every confessor must accept the faithful as the father in 
the parable of the prodigal son. Confessors are called 
to embrace the repentant son who comes home and to 
express the joy of having him back again.

Chosen to be the 
Mother of the Son of 
God, Mary, from the 
outset, was prepared 
by the love of God 
to be the Ark of the 
Covenant between 
God and man. She 
treasured divine 
mercy in her heart 
in perfect harmony 
with her son Jesus.  
The red and white 
beads represent the 
rays of light of the 
Divine Mercy.
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“When your old Gran isn’t waiting for you at half-past-three, I’d like you to remember 
how he used to talk about people who were ‘living and partly living’; how he used to say 
that life is God’s precious, exciting gift; how he used to declare that ‘part living’ was the 

worst ingratitude to God; that there simply isn’t time enough to mope and moan.

NEARING EMMAUS
By Max Barrett

T  WAS  3 . 30 ,  and  the 
school bell pealed its lay of 
l iberat ion.  Joe Meagher 
s t i r r ed  f r om h i s  l i gh t 
but pleasant slumber on 
the  bench thought fu l ly 
provided for bus patrons and 

grandparental escorts.
“Ah! With my X-ray eyes I see them, 

standing like greyhounds in the slips, 
straining upon the lease. Now, could it 
be that the first to break the invisibility 
barrier will be – ”

Sure enough, it was his grandchild 
who led the escapees. Josie Meagher 
pitter-pattered down the steps and came 
dancing along the path, her golden, wavy 
mane progressively working free from 
the confines of the regulation school hat.

Josie … Nine years old now, aglow 
with her own 
vitality and 
goodness; a 
slightly more 
sedate young 
lady than the one 
who, four years 
earlier, had all 
u n c o n s c i o u s l y 
captured hearts 
on the 8.05 train 
out of Cronulla. 
On reaching 
her tall escort 
she immediately 
took charge of 
his arm and the 
conversation.

“Gran, you 
know our poem? 
The Dupree 
poem?” They 
each took a 
breath and began 
in unison.

Josie Josie Margaret Monica
Mary Georgina Dupree,
Took great care of her grandpa,
Though she was only three.

Josie Josie said to her grandpa,
“Grandpa,” she said, said she:
“You must never go down to the end of 

the town
If you don’t go down with me.”
They automatically measured their 

steps to the rhythm of the lines. At “You 
must never go down to the end of the town 
…” they stopped, faced each other and 
wagged an admonishing forefinger.

Most of the 3.30 adults in Giddings 
Avenue at that moment were school 
regulars and their reaction was an 
unconcerned “Oh, that’s only the 
Meaghers.” A newcomer on the pad was 
pop-eyed at the spectacle and fidgeted 
with her mobile, wondering whether 
to phone Triple O. She stepped aside, 
allowing the Odd Couple a wide berth, 
and was rewarded with a dazzling 

smile from Josie who 
forthwith re-focused on 
her forebear.

“We had that poem 
in school today. Gran, 
how did they get hold 
of our poem? And why 
did they change some 
of our words?”

Joe Meagher 
considered for a 
moment, then began: 
“Ah! Our words … Well, 
that’s a very interesting 
question. You see, 
years and years AND 
years ago, a gentleman 
named Alan Alexander 
Milne used most of our 
words in his poem. It 
was very wrong of him; 
but people do these 
things.”

As soon as Joe 
said, “That’s a very 
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interesting question,” Josie recognised 
the formula. It meant something zany 
was forthcoming, in which logicality 
would be the main casualty. She 
changed tack.

“Well, why did you call me Dupree? 
Josie Georgina Dupree?” 

Joe’s eyes twinkled. “Honey, it wasn’t 
so much that I wanted to deprive you 
of the noble name of Meagher. Rather, 
I … ah … was hinting that, these days, 
you are … shall we say, just a touch 
strict when you are baby-sitting your 
grandpa?”

Joe’s intelligent grandchild smiled 
her response, her touché, then added: 
“But, Gran, you need care. You are slow, 
and – “

Joe disengaged his arm as one who 
had taken umbrage. He took a step 
back and challenged: “Race ya to the 
corner.”

Josie retrieved his hand and kissed 
it. All in one gulp she laughed and cried 
and said: “I love you. Sometimes you 
stumble and that frightens me. Once, 
at home, you fell over. You thought no 
one saw you. I didn’t tell anyone … not 
even Mummy.”

Joe looked down at the askew 
hat which topped a child capable 
of such loyalty. The pair walked on 
companionably as usual. They walked 
in silence, which was most unusual. 
Both were searching for words to 
say something very important, and 
the words were not forthcoming. 
Eventually, Josie looked up.

Tell me about Grandma Christine.”
Joe gave a start. It was the first time 

the child had ever asked the question. 
All unconsciously, he tightened his 
hand, until a little gasp from Josie 
made him realise. He apologised, and 
breathed a quick prayer for the words 
he had wanted to say these past weeks.

“Josie, you read my mind. I 
was thinking about your Grandma 
Christine. We were married for almost 
forty years. Forty years …” Contentedly, 
the widower savoured the Scriptural 
fulness of the sum, then gave a little 
chuckle: “Honey, as you know, your 
Grandpa is a bit odd.” Josie shook 
her head vigorously. Joe smiled. “The 
oddest feeling I carried through my 
married life was a … a kind of guilty 
feeling … I sometimes thought no one 
had the right to be as happy as I was, as 
lucky as I.

“Your grandmother thought that Joe 
Meagher was … okay. About the last 
thing she said to me – and we’ll keep 
this just between our two selves, all 
right? – about the last thing she said to 
me was: ‘Thank you for leading me in 
the dance. I loved every step of it. Joe, 
sing our song for me.’ The man who 
had reputedly no piano control sang the 
lines pianissimo, and beautifully:

Dance, dance, wherever you may be;
I am the Lord of the dance, said he.
And I’ll lead you all, wherever you may 
be,

And I’ll lead you in the dance, said he.
“You’ve noticed, Honey Bun, that I 

do a bit of stumbling these days. True. 
And it’s possible that … perhaps soon 
… I might stumble into heaven. And 
then I’ll fall for Christine all over again.” 
Another pause.

“When that happens, and your old 
Gran isn’t waiting for you at half-past-
three, I’d like you to remember how 
he used to talk about people who were 
‘living and partly living’; how he used to 
say that life is God’s precious, exciting 
gift; how he used to declare that 
‘part living’ was the worst ingratitude 

to God; that there simply isn’t time 
enough to mope and moan.

“When I die, I’d like to think you 
will cry for me. Real people cry. But 
then I’ll look for your smile. Because, if 
your funny old Grandfather taught you 
anything, is was that you are the child 
of the God who smiles.” There was 
anxiety, even pleading in Joe’s voice as 
he asked: “Do you understand?”

He looked, and saw a tear wend its 
way down a very pretty face. He saw 
a nod of assent, the assent that could 
have come from any good and gifted 
child. And then a precious moment 
of communication was sealed as only 
a Joe Meagher progeny could have 
sealed it. Josie stepped back, looked 
challengingly at her beloved Gran and 
said: 

“Race ya to the corner.”
They didn’t race. They fell into 

each other’s arms, then walked on 
together.  Joe silently thanked his 
divine Companion and thought happily: 
“Is this how Cleophas felt when he 
walked with You to Emmaus … into the 
sunset?”

An Historian and his History

THERE HAVE been, and perhaps still are, critics who grudge 
to admit the compatibility of historical profundity and literary 

artifice. ‘Give us hard facts,’ they say, in effect, ‘and no word-
painting. It is the historian’s duty to efface himself, to supply 
the student with an abundance of bricks, and to allow him to be 
his own architect.’ These pages are clearly not the place for a 
discussion of this theory; it is enough to say that it was not 
Dozy’s. He delighted, on the contrary, in literary architecture, and 
attached, moreover, considerable importance to the removal of 
all scaffolding and debris from the finished building — with the 
result that the grace and lightness of the edifice suggest, perhaps, 
but faintly the immense labour expended on the discovery and 
accumulation of its materials. It cannot be denied that a lucid and 
vivacious style may convey an impression of superficiality to the 
unreflecting student : but the fault, which lies with the reader, is 
excusable. When we admire the placid flow of a noble river in its 
lower reaches, we seldom think of the cataracts over which it has 
dashed, of the rocky obstacles through which it has forced its way, 
and still less of the countless affluents which have contributed to 
its flood. Yet, as Dozy reminds us in his Preface, the result of the 
labour of weeks was often compressed into a paragraph of the 
History — or, not seldom, was wholly rejected, as lying beyond the 
scope of the work as he conceived it.

– Francis Griffin Stokes, Introduction to Spanish Islam, by Reinhart Dozy, London,  
Chatto & Windus, 1913, pp. xxvi-xxvii.
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